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PROLOGUE

YO CHAIR JOCKEY. THEY SAY YOU GOT SOMETHING?
That’s right. A snooper kite picked up the flash of a tightbeam

reflected off the third moon. Cosmic ricochet lands it in one of our
kite’s logs. How’s that for divine intervention?

Ain’t nothin’ if it don’t say nothin’. Where’d the beam come
from? Who chuck it out into the dark and for who?

We only captured one little zip. A clean interrogation audio log
and the subject’s personnel file from the academy at Aphelon. 5’4”
and 135 pounds, thick hair that is black, straight, and long. Brown
eyes, tawny or terra-cotta-colored skin, no birthmarks, light scar-
ring on ears, nose, jaw, and cheeks. Extensive scarring on stomach
and lower back. Sounding familiar?

For surely. Why you hidin’ that photograph?
Just wanted to see your face.
Ohh, look at her! Shit she looks so damn tiny in that picture!

Nineteen or twenty maybe? Kind of a lot of nose, don’t you think?
Funny how the memory changes. Wonder if she got bigger or the
nose got smaller? Remember the scars well enough though. She had
so many. Fuck we were young.

Lots more hair too. The encryption key was an old inquisition
pad fresh on archive from Screwball. Odds are good the beam started
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out in the vicinity of the Fourth of Andrastae, but that doesn’t
exactly narrow it down.

She loved that braid.
So, it’s her? That’s a positive ID?
Yeah, you kidding? For surely. The rest of this is an audio log?

Neat. Let’s have a listen.
It’s an interrogation. They’ve got her telling stories.
Shefwayla. Recognize this one. This be after Nova Mundo on the

way to Rolling Thunder. Never heard the whole thing, though, not
under interrogation magic, for surely. Not so we knew it was true.

It seems like they trimmed the file to just this bit of legend. Cut
out all the interrogation chatter so it’s just her gabbing. You’re
welcome to take a copy. Maybe there’s something in there to help us
find her. I’ve been listening, but nothing yet.

Ain’t no legend, chair jockey. Inquisition for sure strap her in
the truth machine. Want to hear the truth of Maxine Ali? ‘Cause
this might be the first true tellin’. Lady knows she never told it true
to me. Scroll it back. Let us grab a cup of hot. We start at the top.







SOMEWHERE ON THE
SOUTHERN SEA,
SUNSET

ON THE SEVENTH DAY AT SEA, JAQ’S BOAT DIED WITH NO LAND IN

sight.
When sunset burnt the ocean, everything seemed to come

alive and glowing beneath phosphorescent waves. Schools of
fish glowed like embers, strange coral formations wove like
fingers of fire, the foam of the waves glittered as if with its
own green light that splashed sparks. The smell of salt and
fish on the ocean wind took me back to Behalo, the city by the
sea where no one remembered my name, but I couldn’t recall
that ocean ever glowing. Of course, I’d been a street kid then.
I’d talked about taking a boat to anywhere, but we’d never
actually set foot on one. Then Behalo became dust and sank
into the sea.

I sat at the dead boat's stern and tried to wash a little
engine grease off my hands with saltwater. It stuck to my
scars. Those hands were tools of the church, rebuilt from scars
and blood for no other purpose but to wage holy war against
biotech monsters--against the inmani.

But we found a new purpose, didn’t we?
Jaq happily skinny-dipped in the glimmering waves while

Sienna took shelter from her seasickness in the dark cabin.
Neither of them knew my real name, the one forgotten in
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Behalo. They knew me as Maxine Ali, Max the Killer, the
scarred-up Inquisition bitch, flash-forged in the fire that burnt
away my kidneys—built entirely of muscles, church prayers,
and violence, plus a nice black braid for bling.

The sight of a church airship passing high overhead, a tiny
orange fleck without contrail or wake, offered no solace or
hope of rescue from our drifting wreck. If anyone in the
church found out about Sienna, they’d… well I wasn’t sure
what they’d do, but probably start by executing me for trea-
son, and for becoming the thing I’d been sent to hunt.

The engine grease stayed stuck to my scars.
It will come off someday, sang my Optimism. Just keep

moving, Max. Keep fighting. No time to stop.
My stomach grumbled. I had a boat with no engine, a

world full of enemies, and a body with no kidneys.
At least we have dinner.
The roll of thunder drew me from my thoughts of canned

food toward storm clouds standing tall on the horizon, and a
grey pall spreading before them through the summer sunset.

“Jaq!” I called.
“For surely!” She answered and turned to paddle back

toward the boat. The first white-foam cap dunked her black
hair, and she came up gasping just as a second wave pushed
her under again. I stood and glanced around for the life
preserver to throw. The boat rocked under my feet. Jaq had
vanished. In the subaquatic glow of the setting sun, I searched
a labyrinth of moving lights for signs of her, but to no avail.
Then she broke the surface like a swimming snake, already
almost halfway back and far closer than I’d been looking.

When she’d drawn herself up the ladder, she sat, looking
back toward the storm. Her four-foot knife of a body had
gone deep blue-brown in just the seven short days of
sunlight. Her heart-shaped lips cut a grin that always looked
a little bit evil beneath the thin stripe of her black hair. “There
was a fuckin’ turtle, Max!”
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She didn’t seem to have taken on water. I put the life
preserver back on its hook: “Don’t know if you noticed, Jaq,
but you’re naked.”

Jaq turned to study the makeshift mast I’d built just
forward of the boat’s center. Practically every ounce of spare
metal had gone into making it, including a few pieces of the
engine. Our bedsheets would make the sails. Small sails for a
big boat. A tenuous lifeline. It wouldn’t fall on its own, but
the storm on the horizon had a bullying look about it.

Jaq said: “Thanks for noticing.” Then, as she wriggled into
her favorite leather pants and t-shirt added: “Mast looks
good. Not as good as an engine, but more fun maybe.”

She smelled like seaweed and little like blood. “Jaq,” I
started, but she turned back to me with a storm behind her
and a mischievous grin.

“Seven days at sea and no kissing. Was you waitin’ for a
lightning storm? ‘Cuase there’s one over there.” She put her
hands on my shoulders and a wave rocked the boat.

“Uh, wow.” I said and swallowed too much air. “Too true.
I-Sienna’s right there though.”

Jaq’s dark eyes caught the distant lightning, and the smell
of iron and ozone went to my head. She purred: “Max think
we invite her just for her welding skills?”

The clothes she’d loaned me felt like they’d gotten sea salt
in them, even though she’s the one who came out of the water
without a shower. I’d had no time to pack a wardrobe when
we fled our last job in Nova Mundo with half a hundred
Paladin scouring the city for us, and the only things Jaq
owned that fit were stretchy fishnets and stretchier undergar-
ments. I felt like a sausage in a lacerated wrap. A terrible need
came over me to adjust my bra to hide the burn scars disfig-
uring half my body, but of course, it could not stretch so far.

“That storm is coming fast.” I said, turning my scars away
from her. Then added: “Which way to land?” though I knew
the answer.
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“East. Just ride the wind if the map is right,” Jaq said.
“Max gonna wait until the lightning strike to make out? Like
it’s the poster for an epic sex story? That sound cool in your
head maybe, but a pitching boat make locking lips pretty
tricky. More like bashing teeth. Know you wanna. Seen you
lookin’. What you waitin’ for?”

“Courage,” I lied. “Engine’s busted. Needs some parts we
don’t have. Gotta keep moving.”

“That a metaphor?”
“No. Church catches us, and we’re dead. Inmani catch us,

and we’re dead. Storm catches us, and we’re dead. I just want
this engine working.”

“Well,” she took her hands off my shoulders. “Jaq can’t
magic an engine with no spare parts and no machine shop,
but she do got pretty good eyes and know how to read a
map.” She wasn’t pointing at the map though. Her thin finger
indicated the shadowed eastern horizon, opposite the storm.
“That right there is land. Map say it a no-go zone, but that
just mean fewer people go.”

I stood, squinting at what I had thought was just the
purple shadow of approaching night. If Jaq said it was land,
then it was land. “Or it means we shouldn’t go there.”

Jaq laughed out loud. “No-go don’t mean nobody goes!
What, you a pinko all of a sudden? No-go mean it for smug-
glers and shit. No-go means it’s not safe, but that just means a
different kind of dust make a living there. A not-safe kind of
dust.”

“Or it’s a bio-hazard area. The war left all kinds of relics,
poisons, and other real bad problems. Setting foot there could
melt your guts.”

Jaq came up next to me and slithered a hand around my
waist. It felt good. It felt like the faintest of blushes and a
shimmer of hope quickly squashed.

Why’d you do that? Asked Optimism.
No time, said Reason.
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Liar, said Optimism.
Jaq was talking. I had to replay what she’d said: “Little

symbol on the map was a flat line like a horizon with three
poles goin’ up and down. The map say that be the hazard and
fillin’ up the whole region. Dunno that symbol, though.”

“Shipwreck,” The answer bubbled up from dusty memo-
ries of tombs full of symbols memorized while learning to
scribe prayers. “That symbol means shipwreck.”

“How a shipwreck fill up a whole desert?”
“I guess we’ll find out.”



OFF UNKNOWN
SHORE, DEEP IN THE
NIGHT

THE LAND REVEALED BY THE SINKING SECOND MOON WAS LOW,
dry, and black, with rocky beaches more like mud than sand
and no gulls. Iron in the sand and stone made the shallow
waters near the shore red like blood. Black-stone mesas broke
the otherwise barren horizon of sea and shore, somehow
serving only to emphasize the desolation by their presence.
We angled along a coastline guarded by those monolithic
mesas, riding the growing storm winds as the waves grew
ever more energetic.

“For real, Max, you gotta eat before it gets much worse!”
Called Jaq from the prow moments before the buck of a wave
sent the coffee in her mug splashing free. With a dour frown,
she added: “Shit, maybe we need to beach her for this one?”

“Nothing on this land but dirt and sand!” I called back, as
my mug of soup sloshed from the cup-holder all over the
dashboard and the steering wheel I clung to. Below deck,
Sienna threw up loud enough to hear over the wind. “We
beach her, we’ll not get her off again!”

My tummy grumbled, but then another hard toss made it
turn a handstand. Sienna threw up again. I tossed my soup
into the sea.

Jaq drew my attention with a wordless cry. Her pointing
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coffee mug found a light on the horizon, blinking. The first
we’d seen.

I turned the rudder and Jaq turned the sail. The whole
boat wheeled and tossed. Where Jaq had learned how to tack,
I couldn’t imagine. She’d never learned to read, so it wasn’t
from a book. She shouted half-coherent orders, laughing, as
her body weight held the sail at a hard angle into the still dry
wind, and I leaned the opposite way on the steering wheel.
We raced up a wave like a shuttle taking off, but something
about the mast made the gusting wind dip our nose under-
water even as we climbed. Water swept over the prow,
dashing Jaq’s feet from under her and carrying her coffee cup
and her heels out into surging black water. She swung on her
rope and slapped her feet to the railing. Lightning made her a
crown. The next wave came. Jaq kept laughing. The sounds of
Sienna’s seasickness somehow climbed out of the cabin below
and into my own stomach. I’d swallowed salt-water from
somewhere, and my stomach tried to give it all back to the
sea, but clinging to the helm mattered more, so I clung and
gagged while Jaq laughed and laughed through wave on
wave.

How can there be so much sea spray in my stomach, and yet it’s
still bone dry and hot? The thought had no answer. It felt like
sailing into a hair drier, yet my mug had filled with ocean
water.

That steady red light Jaq had spotted blinked through
sheets of spray, ever a little nearer, seemingly impossibly tall
and high up. Then a mesa rose before us like a black giant
with a lightning crown and one red eye. The light sat atop it,
and the waves about its base made a thunder so loud and
relentless it sounded like the grinding of the gears in a
shredder fit to eat the world.

With a rebel yell, Jaq leaped from her perch to the other
side of the boat, spinning the sails to catch the wind, so they
and the rudder both pushed the same way. Our prow
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whipped away from those dark grindstones, but then the
wind got behind us. It pushed, and we went, with no power
or angle to turn aside. My salted and queasy eyes could only
imagine the blinding spray to be a stony beach, protected in
the lee of the mesa, but still a ruinous end for our fragile boat.
I clung to the wheel, hoping that striking the beach wouldn’t
send us all flying. Hoping it was a beach, not more rocks.
Hoping Jaq knew what she was doing.

Instead of a crashing surfy death, the waves relaxed, the
storm breath volume knob turned down a tick, even the
lashing spray seemed to lesson. The third moon, chasing its
sister into the west, cast its blood-colored light through a gap
in the western clouds and across a still bay of black water, so
it looked like red embers flickering with the soundless light-
ning above. That same moon-and-lightning disco strobed
over a huddle of buildings gathered against the bay like drift-
wood against a dock. Lightning showed them to be clay brick
and black, desert stones, roofed in slate, and all dark as death.
Not a single light shone at a single blacked-out window.

Jaq turned the sheets so they tugged us inland over the
tamed swells of the bay, but the action seemed unnecessary,
like we were drawn by something bigger than the tide and
stronger than the storm, like we didn’t have a choice.

The last sliver of the third moon went out just as our boat
struck the dock. The howling wind over the shoulder of the
mesa sounded like a host of wolves or some huge monster.
When the ropes were tied off, I turned toward the town to
scan its creaking darkness and smells of seaweed and rot for
any sign of life. Still no lights in that warren of driftwood and
stone. Lightning flashed and danced above, casting moving
shadows that hinted of wings. The boats looked to be in good
repair, securely tied and covered for the storm that still hadn’t
shed a drop of rain. A metal crate held fishnet, but not the
kind I wore over my salty body, the type used for catching
fish.
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Jaq touched my elbow. Her whisper barely carried over
the hooting wind and shifting boats rustling against moors,
but it still seemed too loud: “Max stay with the boat, yeah?
Jaq have a sneak around.” She bumped the leather of my
weapon belt against my hip. “Don’t like the smell of this
place.”

“Keep that,” I told her. “Give me yours. And it's your
boat, so you stay with it.”

Jaq grunted annoyance. Her gun belt held a diving knife
she didn’t know how to use and a little semi-automatic slug
thrower. Both were pitiful weapons compared to the beamer,
shield, and dueling blade on mine. But my tools would iden-
tify me as a paladin, or at least as a church agent. Hers
wouldn’t. With the sigils of healing prayers on the bandages
wrapped about my ankles and ready to repair me, I could
take a bullet and get back up. It was enough of an edge that
my fists and feet would be weapons enough for me, and the
knife and pistol a bonus.

“Beamer scary, Max. Don’t want to use no pally weapons
again.” Jaq grumbled, but she took the belt. As her eyes
searched the shadows of the town, her hand went to the
beamer for reassurance.

“I’ll be back,” I said and leaned down to make sure her
belt was buckled. “Keep her safe. We just need some spare
parts. Even if inmani ate everyone here, we may still find
salvage laying around.”

Jaq bit my cheekbone hard enough to hurt. As blushing
embarrassed confusion bumbled me off along the docks, I
scrubbed my cheek and felt her smirk burning into my back-
side. The storm shook the boats.



DRIFTWOOD, AFTER
SUNSET

THOUGH EMPTY AS DEATH, THE TOWN DID SEEM TO HAVE

breathing lungs and a beating heart. A single road, straight as
a spine, ran up from the winding docks, climbing between
stone homes that looked like cairns or mausoleums, empty
and dark. Yet, some steady heartbeat thumped in the gusting
wind, like the town was breathing through its docks-lungs,
and some distant organ still pumped that life into its dark
home-muscles. My scalp prickled with electricity, and my
braid hung wet and heavy down my back. Instinct warned
that eyes watched me from the shadows behind windowsills,
but I saw no sign of life until I reached the beating heart of the
town: A two-story bar or cafe, with curved black-stone walls,
an inset porch, and windows shuttered in corrugated steel.
The building had the effect of a desiccated rib-cage made of
black stone, with its empty belly-space a patio. The one
straight road widened there to a dirt courtyard where the
thump of electronic music made the soles of my feet pulse.
On the shadowed porch sat a row of hunched and rag-
wrapped people smoking from pipes whose embers made the
only light on this side of the sky.

My pendant shuddered. That was new. It contained one of
Sienna’s finger bones suspended in a glowing blue resin that
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kept it alive, and it was the only reason I could still use
church magic. I’d wrapped it in electrical tape to hide its blue
glow that shone whenever I used any magic, and the edges of
that tape left the faintest of scraping sensations on my skin. It
had never shuddered that way before, but then to my knowl-
edge, nothing like it had ever existed before. I’d only worn it
around three people: Jaq, Sienna, and the one who made it
and whose dying heartbeats still twitched against my finger-
tips in the dark nights when I couldn’t shake the memory of
violence. If the pendant had shuddered near her, I’d never
have noticed. I was busy.

But now it moved, then fell still.
The row on the porch breathed smoke that smelled rootsy

and strange.
“Hello,” I said.
“Shush,” replied someone on the porch. Which one, I

couldn’t see.
The one by the door pointed at it with the stem of their

pipe.
“Shefwayla,” I said the one-word prayer that meant ‘I

accept this,’ but the hair on the back of my arms stood up.
Something in the way the wind moaned, the way the ocean
rustled endlessly against the storm like against binding
chains, the way the mesas seemed alive and watching, made
me speak again despite their warning: “What’s coming?”

A voice that sounded like it was produced by broken rocks
grinding together answered in a language I didn’t know.
Though they remained still, their tone carried urgent warn-
ing: “Goatha vindux. Goatha. Clawers senda goatha. Clawers.”

“I don’t understand,” I said. But then added: “Shefwayla.”
The wooden stair planks leading up to the patio had splinters
in them that couldn’t quite get through my inmani-tech
toughed feet, despite trying hard.

New boards, rough-cut, mused Reason. Something destroy the
old ones?
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The door groaned open into a pitch-black space.
“Goatha,” encouraged the one beside the door, gesturing

with the pipe for me to go on in.
It’ll be fine! Said Optimism. They have food in there!
Reason could offer no alternatives.
Bass electro beats embraced me amid perfect darkness.

Under the interrogation of reaching fingers, the dark
admitted to being a set of thick blankets hung to shield the
doorway. I moved through them into blacklight and the
smells of seared fish and spilled whisky. The bar was well
carved from driftwood, a real work of art. Driftwood hung
from the ceiling, interlocked with the walls and the bar-top,
so it looked like the skeleton of some complicated sea beast.
Everything else was makeshift and cheap. The stools and
tables were bendy plastic covered in stains or chunks of
porous black rock. The cups were made of paper, and what-
ever they put in the cups smelled like the bottomest shelf
whiskey mixed with fish guts. The only light came from black
neon, making teeth and irises glow. A few heads bobbed to
the thud from a karaoke machine on a wooden stand in the
corner. Over that machine stooped a hunched scarecrow DJ,
whose long fingers brushed a heavily modded control board
as if making art in sand.

All eyes turned to me; not more than a dozen pairs, all red
and wrapped in baggy clothes and fish smells. Though not
large nor hot by anybody’s standards, I still made a stir. My
arms showed more skin than the rest of the room combined,
to say nothing of the suddenly too-tight fishnets and even
more tight bra and shorts. A mirror behind the bar revealed
how the blacklight caught my many scars and the whites of
my eyes but left my dark skin and darker braid faded in
gloom.

Just a bunch of scars and a gun in this light, said Optimism. I
can live with that.

Since I had their attention, I said: “I need spare parts for a
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diesel engine, and I can pay with church dollars. I’d also like
a meal.”

One of them drifted around the back end of the bar and
fetched up near the glasses. Their mismatched teeth glowed
yellow, and their eyes red-lined. When I’d come to where we
could speak over the electronic bass, they said: “Don’t take
church coin here.”

“I’ve got canned food, diesel fuel, a few barkers for
barter.”

“Barkers?”
“Slug throwers. Bullet guns.”
“As opposed to?”
I frowned with faint surprise. “Lasers, electrolasers, bio-

bolters, sprayers, or beamers, I suppose. Which I don’t have
for barter.”

“Never heard of those. You’ve got an accent from some-
where on the southern continent.”

“You’ve got a nose for other people’s business.”
“True. You’re no fisher. Tourist got lost, maybe. Soldier

maybe. We won’t get caught giving harbor to a deserter.”
Those red-lined eyes tried to pin me to the wall.

“You won’t. I’m a Mercenary. They call me Max the
Killer.”

The barkeep leaned close. Their breath suggested prob-
lems with digestion. The narrow face had seen too much of
the ocean wind and looked like a mollusk, but their tone
carried a note of amusement: “Well, what’re you doing here
then?”

“Looking for spare parts.”
The moan of the door opening didn’t make the barkeeper

blink, but when booted feet moved past the curtains, that did.
His eyes turned to fear. The staring contest ended in my
victory. It wouldn’t pay for the parts, though.

“Sheriff,” said the barkeeper in greeting and somehow
packed the word full of groveling.
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“Are we in a history sim?” I said, turning to see who had
claimed that ancient title. “Since when do we have sheriffs on
the fourth of Andreste?”

My question bounced off the helmet of the one who’d just
walked in. Their military camo blended them with the dark
curtain. Still, the bars and joints of Invictus-grade powered
combat armor were unmistakable even beneath the half-cape
of camo-netting.

The voice from the helmet’s speakers was baritone. “Since
we needed one.”

They offered a handshake, but since that armor could
crush my hand to pulp, it looked like a trap, and I didn’t take
the bait.

The silence only lingered long enough to get awkward,
then they said: “This man’s Felix Forgrave, Invictus Rangers
light armor. They call me the sheriff on account of needing
somebody to lay down the law.” When I leaned on the bar
instead of taking the still hanging handshake, he pressed it at
me like a spear. “Not to recite clichés, but we don’t get a lot of
tourists around here except the kind looking to make trouble.
You looking to make trouble?” His metal-gloved fingers
stopped short of my belly button.

I grinned and touched my forehead in a salute so casual it
would read as an insult. “Shefwayla.” The touch and word I’d
chosen opened the power of an invisible church tattoo, inked
in my flesh by the paladin who administered my oath of
service to the Ayu and their war. The Ayu magic felt like it
opened every cell of me to the scope of space, to fill with stars
and pulsing darkness. A sense of relief came with that flood:
it worked, even though I was inmani, even though the bless-
ings of Ayu and their magic should have been forbidden
to me.

Thanks, Sienna’s finger bone.
The relic didn’t answer. It would do the same for any

inmani.
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Felix’s helmeted head didn’t show any sign of seeing the
hidden light, though my own ink-powered eyes caught the
reflection in his visor. If he hadn’t been inked like me, then
he’d see nothing. I said: “This woman is Maxine Ali. They call
me Max the Killer.”

Felix lowered his hand. “Is that so.” It wasn’t a question.
“Nobody ever called you that to me.”

“They’ll get around to it.” I waited, but he gave no sign of
seeing my tattoo.

The music abruptly concluded, leaving a dry space in
which wind rattled the shutters, and the building groaned.
The DJ let loose a war-whoop. My gun hand responded,
leaping for the pistol, but metal fingers about my wrist
stopped the draw before I could point the weapon. Felix’s
power-armored fist clenched my wrist like I’d thrown my
hand into a vise. He could snap my bone just by squeezing.

The DJ whooped again and slapped some control to start
the next song. Nobody seemed to think this odd.

Mr. Felix Forgrave was quick. Quick enough to catch my
hand after my gun came to it. Impressive.

He let me go, leaving behind a bruise. The blank wall of
his helmeted face somehow said that he’d not mind doing it
again.

I slid the barker back into its holster and showed him my
palms. “All I need is some parts for a diesel engine. Then I’ll
be on my way.” My stomach rumbled, annoyed that I’d given
up on dinner.

“Well,” Felix said, still as stone. “The fishing boat engines
are all electric, but my ATVs are diesel, and I have one I could
part with. You might maybe salvage what you need from it
for the right trade. Could be I find a use for a merc willing to
work.”

“Big strong Invictus?” I purred. “What kind of work
would need a little old mercenary?”

“Does it matter?” Felix drawled. “You sailed into town
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riding a bedsheet rigged to a muffler pipe. You’ll take what-
ever work I give you.”

The barkeep leered at that. The smirk on that bearded face
conveyed a classic horny sailor thought pattern even though
the eyes winced when they slithered over my scars. I sighed
and hoped that the pressure generated by my eye-roll would
sink him in churn.

Taking in the darkened room, the shuttered windows, the
muted music, and the bitter-smelling liquor, I finally said: “So
are you expecting an air raid?”

By way of an answer, Felix said: “Something similar.
Follow me. Don’t shoot until I do. Let’s see if you’re worth a
spit.”



MAIN STREET, JUST
BEFORE MIDNIGHT

THE STORM CAME WITHOUT RAIN. ENDLESS DANCING LIGHTNING

turned the town to a rave, but even that light could not touch
the black desert, still and dark as an empty sky. The sheriff’s
helmet seemed to have night vision since he moved with
confidence. I scanned the shifting lightning-light, wincing
with each rumble and crash. The booms and ocean smells
conjured in my memory of the sounds of guns and beamers,
of the sea swallowing the city where no one remembered my
name.

In the open road in front of the bar, Felix stopped to look
up. A barker carbine hung among the folds of his camouflage
netting, but when he lifted it, and I finally got a good look at
the thing, it made my Optimism wince: no military weapon
this. It looked to be welded together from scrap and piping.
Though still studying the sky, he addressed me. His voice
came muted without the use of his helmet’s speakers, muffled
behind his mask and probably quiet enough that the row of
old folk on the porch couldn’t hear. “I’ve never met a Tacitus
before. I suppose your mission is too secret for me to know
about.”

“Yep. What’re we fighting right now?”
Felix went on like I’d not answered: “The thing is, the war
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might be over elsewhere, but here we’ve still got major
inmani problems. The locals are useless for dealing with it.
The fish here live on some kind of poison algae, which makes
the fish poison too. Everybody eats’em anyway. Makes every-
body weak. Weak to carry, weak to march, weak of will to
hold a line. I can fight alright alone, fend’em off as it were,
but a supply of new healing prayers, made proper on an Ayu
altar, would go a long way toward straightening a few spines.
Liven this crew up a bit. Get a proper posse together. Clean
this area up.”

“Straighten their spines against what?” I said, but again he
kept talking right over me.

“So yes, I’ve use for a merc, but even more for a trained
Tacitus. I know where to find an empowered altar. Thing is,
it’s broken. Can’t get any healing wraps off it. Not even a
shimmer out of a pyx. What’s your anointment?”

“I don’t know man, what’s your mother’s favorite penis
size?”

One of the old folks lining the porch announced: “Goatha
vidux!” and pointed a pipe-stem at the lightning.

As thunder rolled, Felix kept rambling on: “Can you do
any ink, is what I mean to ask? Do you know the prayers and
patterns? I can make a prayer wrap alright but don’t know
how to fix a broken altar. That something a little lady spy like
you might know?”

I said: “What’s wrong with the altar?”
“Shit, I don’t know. If I knew that, I’d have fixed it.

Nothing that runs on prayer power still works except this
armor. Keep your eyes on the sky if you please. Inmani
about.”

“For the third damn time, what kind of inmani?” But no
sooner had I asked than I found out.

The sheriff planted his feet like a stunted little tree and
started shooting into the sky. The flash of his muzzle
competed with the endless flicker of lightning. Down through
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that cavalcade came flights of wings and teeth, silent, sweep-
ing, a barbarian host of bat-like chips off the night sky and
each one twice my height in wingspan. The lightning flashed
on hooked claws as long as my forearm.

Felix didn’t seem to worry about conserving ammunition,
but I held my fire as his gun popped and popped. They
flapped overhead, a tornado of huge gliding inmani bodies,
but without coordination or care. Felix’s bullets punched one
from the sky to thrash and spill black blood in the open space
before the porch stairs. Immediately others descended to
consume it with tearing teeth. In a flash of lightning, I saw
one on the eves of a hut, clawing at the closed shutters as
someone inside yelled in terror. My barker aimed, and in the
next flickering moment of light, the gun put two bullets into
that one’s head. The bat-thing slithered off the roof like falling
sand. Others pounced and tore it apart.

My muzzle flashes drew them to me, and so those shots
opened the floodgates on a fast few seconds of deadly target
practice—a target-rich avalanche of strobing lights and flap-
ping wings. Claws came for my eyes and fishnet-covered
body and met the issue of Jaq’s pistol. Seventeen bullets
earned sixteen floundering bodies, thrashing blood on the
sand as their own mates devoured them. The circling noose of
flying bodies drew tighter. The gun went click, and all the
claws tumbled in on me. I dropped the barker and pulled the
knife.

Teeth like a shark’s in a face like a cat came at the front of
a silently diving body. Ducking and sliding inside the sudden
buffet of those wings only brought the grinding teeth up
against the flesh of my shoulder. Even as my blood splashed
from between its tearing teeth and my body fell under its
smashing weight to strike black sand with the force of a
battering ram, even then, I put my knife into its throat. The
blade tore through loose flaps like bullfrog’s billows and foul
vapor came out with a wave of bile. Wrapping arms and legs
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about a hairy body as large as my own, I held it to the dust as
it tried to escape me. Flapping wings buffeted a storm. I sent
the knife hunting inside its neck, thrusting and worming
blindly for a spine until the leathery, jerking body stopped
chewing on my shoulder. By the time I’d fought free of the
shuddering mass of its dying flesh, there was another
pouncing on the corpse, tearing with those shark teeth. The
spray of body fluids wetted my face and stung my eyes, but I
had no chance to blink, only to fight, only claw at wings and
slash at eyes and toothy mouths as they piled onto me in the
strobing light of the sheriff’s muzzle flashes. He had one grip-
ping his power armored back, trying to chew through his
helmet, but he just kept shooting.

Came the wings, the teeth, the tearing flesh, and the knife.
When one died, came another, and another.

All the while, the old people on the porch laughed and
poured out smoke on their breath.

I SAT IN A TENT OF DYING BODIES AND BLOODY WINGS, WAITING

for the healing prayers wrapped about my ankles to knit my
shredded skin and muscle and hoping they’d finish the job
before they burnt out. The healing sensation felt akin to the
satisfaction of correctly sealing a zip-lock bag mixed with the
revolting worm-wriggle of severed teeth slithering out of the
wounds. Counting the pains, Reason told me the prayers
could handle my many lacerations, though they couldn’t
replace the blood that turned the dirt to mud. Dehydration
made my head swim. The inmani teeth had looked scary, but
they didn’t carve too deeply. I’d need water and calories to
replenish those that healing cost, and I’d need new prayer
wraps within a few days to keep my missing kidneys from
killing me. But plenty of time for that. We had a boatful of
purificators. Enough for months and months. The dead bat-
things smelled of shoe-leather, stomach bile, and rot. By some
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trick of the artifice that made them, the ones with slit throats
had already begun to decompose. I watched a bat-like jaw-
bone reveal rows and rows of teeth from behind withering
lip-flesh.

Felix lifted one of the still twitching wings to peer down at
me from inside his tangle of camouflage netting and impas-
sive armor. He didn’t even have a scratch. After a moment of
staring, he said: “You’re not dead?”

“Do you mind?” I said, covering my still healing scars.
“Knock first.”

“Sorry.” He put the wing back down but kept talking,
muted by the weight of dead inmani. “Never heard of
anybody going hand to hand against inmani. I’d just assumed
you had more magazines for that barker. But you didn’t. You
fought them hand to hand.”

“I had a knife.”
“Never heard of that either. Does your Tacitus ink give

you special powers? I wish my Invictus ink did that. All I’ve
got is powered armor and this shitty carbine. Haven’t even
got a beamer.”

“Do you have a spare bra? This one is full of teeth and
holes.”

“I don’t collect bras myself. Not enough boob to pull off
the look. Rose might be bigger than you, but somebody
should be willing to part with one for a noble cause. In the
meantime, I’ll add this to your tab.” He lifted a wing to drop
a sash of camouflage netting where I could get it. As I tied it
into place across my gore-smeared and salt-itchy owl-pellet of
scars, I said: “Can you add a field-ration to my tab too?”

“No,” he said, then added: “Is there anybody else on that
boat of yours?”

“Why?”
“Some light going on over there. The clawers have set off

to chew on the lighthouse for a turn, but you make a light,
and they’ll go after it.”
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So, they’re called clawers, said Reason.
Jaq’s not stupid, said Optimism. She knows what a blackout

means. That can’t be our light.
Rather than ponder, I climbed from under my pile and set

off at a sprint.
Felix called after: “Meet me at the watchtower if you

survive!”



DRIFTWOOD FISHING
DOCKS, MIDNIGHT

THE LIGHT, IT TURNED OUT, WAS OUR BOAT ON FIRE.
The blaze of the beamer cut a ten-meter rod of fire through

the smoke billowing from the burning sails, so bright it might
have been a sunrise. Its light cast the dark shadows of a thou-
sand flapping clawer bodies up into a stormy sky. As the light
of the beamer sweep faded, the fires of burning bodies
followed: a dozen fell onto the boat and into the water beside
it, adding their smoke to the growing column.

Jaq stood in the rear of the boat, surrounded in smoke and
lapping flames, weapon raised. Her feral war cry followed the
light like thunder behind lightning; a cat’s scream—all rage
and fangs: “Come again you shits! Eat beamer and die!”

I reached the end of the dock as a widening gulf of dark
water spread between it and our boat, a black gap filled with
green foam and the reflections of the fire.

Jaq shouted: “Max!” and then raised the beamer to sweep
it through another wave of flapping bodies. The beginning of
the swing carried the beam through the hull of her boat,
blasting it apart in a shower of molten plastic and flaming
plexiglass. Then more clawer bodies detonated like gory fire-
works as the beamer boiled their blood. It didn’t slow the rest.

“The light!” I yelled. “They’re attracted to the light!”
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Jaq only answered with a scream. Flaming splinters stuck
to her leather jacket, making her look like a smoldering
starfield. Sienna, wrapped in metallic-silver emergency blan-
kets, stumbled in the fire-wreathed door to the cabin. Jaq
caught her by the blanket, spun her upright, and kicked her
into the bay with a splash of green foam. Above Sienna’s
flailing limbs, Jaq and I locked eyes. She yelled my name
again as she threw the beamer at me.

My hands moved. It never felt like something I chose,
more like something done through me. They caught the
beamer with a satisfying metal slap. Practiced fingers found
the beam length control and swept it all the way down and
the power control all the way up even as I moved away at a
sprint.

“You clawer fuckers like light? Come get some fucking
light!” The clawers descended on the flaming boat behind me.
Jaq yelled again. The black sliver of my dueling blade made
almost-invisible arcs in her hand as she waved it like a broom
at a cobweb. Jaq had no idea how to hold a sword, but the
blade cut a winged body clean in half.

Averting my eyes, I held the beamer aloft and tapped the
trigger. A wave of heat blasted down from the momentary
burst of a thumb-length beam, still bright enough to make the
fingers of the hand shielding my eyes translucent.

The clawers swirled up from the blazing boat, turning my
way—at least a dozen, and behind them hundreds more.

I ran down the dock. Silent beasts circled toward me, black
shadows silhouetted against smoke and storm. The flutter of
leathery wings warned an instant before one fell from the sky
with claws outstretched. My dive and roll took me over the
hull of a docked boat. The clawer passed in a loop, ready to
dive again.

Beyond those flapping shapes, Jaq threw something from
the boat to the shore. Clawers darted and tore at her.
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I triggered the beamer again, rolling the length control out
to sweep it over the nearest enemy. Then I went blind.

Oops.
The power control was still at maximum. The beamer’s

blast of searing heat probably darkened my tan. Some hot
vapor followed, probably all that remained of the clawer.
With eyes still seeing only white and pain, I stumbled on
down the dock. A claw raked my back. Something tried to lift
me into the air and then died in the fire of my weapon, spat-
tering my back with steaming-hot fluid.

Talons hooked my hip and thigh, and a toothed mouth
found my neck. The beamer at low power and only a few
fingers of length turned its skull into a boiling soup bowl. My
next step sent my toes out into empty space, but pinwheeling
arms managed to stop me from plummeting where I couldn’t
see. Presumably, I’d run out of dock. I crouched, got cut, and
cut back with the beamer. For a few horrid seconds, I let them
hurt me and exchanged that hurt for beamer-light. Wounds
opened at my shoulder, thigh, ankle, and lower back. Some
part of my left forearm flapped when I moved.

A blinking light penetrated the glare on my tortured eyes.
The lighthouse!
Another set of teeth tore into my protecting forearm. With

the other hand, I pointed the beamer at the blinking red light
and pulled the trigger. As I rolled the length control up, the
beam reached out across the bay like a probing finger. It
brushed over the concrete structure and flames erupted from
the stone. I passed it up and down until the whole building
looked like a magnesium flare. Black wings dove at it in
droves. They left the dock. They left Jaq.

I caught the one chewing my arm in a grip with both my
legs and toppled with it into the bay.

I was right: it didn’t know how to hold its breath.

• • •
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JAQ LAY ON THE DOCK, HER RAGGED BREATH COMING SHALLOW

and quick, her leather jacket scarred, and her dark eyes wide.
I patted wet footsteps across the dry dock boards right up to
her, then petted her over, checking for blood. None. Her
jacket had taken the brunt of it, and healing wraps closed the
rest. I made a note to ask about that later since the no natural
leather I knew of could absorb that kind of punishment. An
inmani skin jacket? She’d never said.

Jaq pressed out a game smile as she unwound a wet
purificator wrap from her own wrist and passed it to me but
said nothing. The sigils seemed a little faded, but when I
bound up the flap of loose muscle on my left forearm, the rest
of my cuts immediately slithered shut.

Sienna sat nearby—a huddle of chrome-silver emergency
blankets and a few stray red curls.

“You alright, Sienna?” I said.
“Yes,” she replied in a glum tone, and pointed at the boat

beneath its boiling pillar of flames, smoke, and leathery
wings. Her hand looked burned, with skin hanging off it. I
tried to pass her the mostly-spent purificator, but she just
pushed the cloth back at me until I took it.

“Fucken’ beamer,” groused Jaq.
The clawers circled and dove, darting in and out of the

boat’s flames. Deep in the roar of that fire, the faint pops of
ammunition cooking off sounded like popcorn. I winced and
moaned aloud: “All our stuff! We had so much stuff.”

A clawer passed above our heads with a sound like a
thrown dart. Somewhere up the road, the sheriff started
shooting again.

“So… why is the boat on fire?” Asked my Reason out
loud.

“Beamer!” Spat Jaq, with a note of intense distrust mixed
with pleasure. Her leather jacket looked like it sported a
constellation of tiny burn holes. She pushed back the sleeve to
watch a nasty patch of blisters on her right hand peel off and
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fall away, leaving pink and healthy skin that rapidly turned
pale. “Not going to get used to these bandages of yours,
Max.”

“How many wraps did you pull from the boat?”
“That’s what Jaq’s talkin’ about. This one, plus the one

you wearin’. So, not going to get used to it.”
“Pssst!” The hiss sounded like a kid’s voice, and it came

from deep in the shadows at the base of the dock. There, a
small person no bigger than Jaq crouched, watching us. “This
way!”

I turned to Jaq, who turned to me. My Optimism said:
“Why not?” But with a shrug.

Sienna hissed like a dying fire, which we took as
agreement.

The unknown kid had moved a little further up the dock
but paused to look back, repeating: “This way!”



A FISHER’S HOME,
JUST AFTER MIDNIGHT

THE SHED HAD FOUR STURDY WALLS OF FIRED BRICK, NO

windows, a brick cooking stove, a chamber pot, two
hammocks, and a dirty stone floor. Only when the driftwood
door was closed did somebody pull a blind off the fireplace
mouth to let out the light of the merry little blaze inside.

An old, weatherworn fisher sat on a lump before the fire,
with grey hair and wispy grey whiskers making a halo about
a face like a stone. Well-practiced fingers seemed to have been
checking a net for tears in the dark and continued that labor
even as the foggy eyes squinted at us.

The young one we’d been following went to sit beside the
old: a beanpole kid of about sixteen or seventeen with deep
eyes and big hands. Too young to be the offspring of the one
by the fire. Maybe the grand offspring.

Reason mused, in the quiet of my head: Why do we call
seventeen-year-olds kids? We’re only nineteen.

To which Regret replied with force: It’s been a long two
years, though.

“Everybody alright?” Asked the old fisher, in a voice
somehow like a seagull.

“Thanks!” Chimed Jaq. “This girl is Jaq!” and she offered
the kind of grin that opened doors. It was ignored.
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“This one is Otey,” answered the fisher, “The little boy is
Beeno. Beeno has a bleeding heart, you see. So, we won’t eat
you, not like the clawers do.”

Beeno also had a shotgun that looked too rusty for me to
trust in battle but not quite rusty enough to be safe to battle
against. The kid smiled uneasily and then squatted near the
fire with the shotgun heavy in hands that didn’t quite know
how to hold it.

I said: “What do you eat then?” but nobody answered me.
Without speaking, Sienna shuffled into a corner and sank

into a puddle of crinkling blankets. The firelight made the
blankets look like coals. Jaq and I exchanged glances by
which we determined who would do what, and it fell to me
to check on Sienna. Jaq was better at chatting up strangers
anyway. Too damn likable. Everybody liked her.

I crouched by Sienna. She turned away from me. “You
alright?”

Her raspy “yes” didn’t quite satisfy my concern.
“What’s going on, Sienna? You’ve been quiet for days.”
Sienna didn’t answer. I settled to the floor and tried a

hand on her shoulder, but she pulled away. Jaq and our hosts
bantered, and something got a laugh. Finally, Sienna lifted her
face toward me and drew the blankets back. The irises looked
like liquid pools of moving light, oil, ink, and water—amber,
yellow, and blue, that seemed to take new shapes before my
eyes. The skin of her face seemed to be changing too, but
much more slowly: sheets of it hung off her nose and cheeks
like a terrible sunburn.

“Well, that’s new,” I said. “How long has this been
happening?”

“I’m molting,” she hissed. “I and my body have talked it
over, and we’ve decided… we’ve decided… we don’t know. I
don’t know, and neither do you.”

She was right. After what Paladin Ways did to her, there
was no way to know what was happening to Sienna. She was
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a whole new species of hybrid. Before Sienna, you were either
pure-as-snow human and worthy of the god’s blessings or
else a dirty stinking inmani monster. Even a tattoo could
make the difference. But Sienna defied the binary and broke
all the rules. No telling what that meant nor where her
changes would stop. Nobody knew. There was no lying about
it either, not to Sienna. She was too smart for comforting lies.
With the weight of her finger bone in its amulet about my
neck, keeping me alive, all I could think to say was: “Does it
hurt?”

Sienna nodded. Then she drew the blankets back over her
face. Her muffled voice came from deep inside: “It hurts.”

And there she lay, wrapped in her bundle. At last, I said:
“Have you tried a purificator?”

Sienna answered: “It helped but, they’re for you.”
Jaq and the host chatted. I touched Sienna’s wrist to let her

know I hadn’t left and didn’t plan to. Finally, Sienna said
what we both were thinking: “The purificators all burned on
the boat. You’ll die soon.”

“Hey Max,” interjected Jaq, across the room. “You wanna
hear this part.”

“That’s true,” I told Sienna. “But don’t you worry about
that. Just finish molting… or whatever you’re doing. It looks
exhausting. You do your stuff. I’ll take care of us.”

“I wish I could help,” she said, but it was barely a mumble
as she curled up.

So, I left Sienna on the floor and went to squat around the
fire. Faint memories stirred of a house in the hills, of shells
hanging in the doorway so they rattled when my sister came
and went. No doorways in this house, though. Ours was
stone. This one brick. This one had dirt on the floor and in
drifts in the corners. My mother or sister would never have
lived like this.

“What’s up?” I said.
Jaq’s diamond face looked very kissable by firelight, but I
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filed that away for later. She turned her black eyes on Beeno,
then said: “Seems they have a lawyer around here who likes
to play pali.”

“A lawyer?” I blinked. “That’s unexpected.”
Jaq frowned. “A law person. Licy. The only law they got

up in this spot is a churchy fella with a big gun and powered
armor. Share… share if? Share’s stuff. That’s him shooting.”

“Okay, the sheriff. That’s different from a lawyer, but I’m
with you now.”

Beeno piped in: “He goes by Felix Forgrave. Says he’s
Invictus of the church.”

They all stopped, watching me, so I said: “We’ve met.”
The fireplace was hot enough to cook on, but the pot nearby
looked empty. They weren’t cooking anything.

Beeno went on: “Except it’s bilge. We didn’t have no
clawer problem at all until he showed up with his crew. Now
he hangs around town, takes what he likes, and calls himself
the sheriff so he can kill anybody who looks at him funny.”

Otey nodded like a metronome. “Killed the bartender who
wouldn’t give him free booze. Killed the supervisor for orga-
nizing to refuse him boat service.”

Beeno clenched a fist. “Now he makes sure he gets the
best of everything on account of how he’s protecting us from
the clawers that come each night. Except they only come
‘cause he shoots at them. They’ve taken five people already,
and we didn’t lose a one before he started bullying around.
He’s no Invictus, or if he is, then he’s cinched.”

“Cinched?” said Jaq. “What’s cinched?”
“He’s got a crew?” I asked.
Beeno answered Jaq in a piping voice: “Cinched is when

the boards on your boat don’t line up right anymore and start
leaking. It’s a bad job.”

“Good one!’ Jaq grinned. “Cinched sheriff.”
“He’s got a crew?” I asked again.
“Not anymore.” Otey said. “Crew of six when they
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showed up, and he wasn’t even the boss. They didn’t care
about Driftwood. Just rolled into town on their ATVs,
stopped for long enough to make sure we weren’t inmani,
then rolled on out into the desert. He came back alone.”

“That’s when he started playing king.” Beeno grimaced.
His cheek rested against the barrel of the shotgun as if it were
a walking stick to lean on, not a deadly weapon that might
explode in his hands at any second.

My Reason couldn’t bear it: “Beeno, right? You mind
taking your finger off that trigger? You can hold on to the
gun, just don’t shoot yourself by accident.”

Otey moved as quick as a jumping fish to slap Beeno
upside the head. Fortunately, this did not set off the gun. The
teen set the gun down and scrubbed his scruff. Then he
turned his dark, serious, black eyes on me. “Do you think you
could stop him?”

My reason crossed her arms. “That is a serious thing
you’re asking me, kid.”

Otey nodded. “We know. Takin’ a risk just asking. Might
kill you too, for hearing us ask. But you got a beamer.”

Beeno held my gaze. “It’s the right thing to do.”
And Otey added: “And in your interest, if you need to

move yourself along this coast. A fisher boat could move you
easy enough, or anything else you need floated without
anybody asking questions. The waters aren’t easy to navigate,
but we know’em, and we could get you to the next settlement
or all the way to the port, easy enough.”

Jaq bumped my shoulder with hers. Her coat was
unzipped, the t-shirt beneath clingy and wet. Her black
slacks, dusty and dark with saltwater, glistened firelight. She
seemed pensive. It was a nice look on her.

They’re all nice looks on her.
The gore and salty sand on my body had hardened to a

crust. I said: “I’m a mercenary. I don’t work for free, and I
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extra don’t work for free against an Invictus. That’s heat we
don’t need. I’m sorry.”

But scarcely had my words wounded the silence of the
room before Jaq said quietly: “Jaq votes we do it.”

She wouldn’t meet my gaze, staring instead at the edge of
the fireplace. We couldn’t talk in front of strangers, but I tried
to ask her with my eyes how it could possibly be worth it to
risk Sienna and everything she represented and all the terrible
and necessary labor that lay before us. I tried to ask with my
eyes, but Jaq wouldn’t look even as she said: “That’s one vote
for and one against.”

We both turned toward Sienna, but only I got up to move
close to her. As I knelt by the blanket bundle, she said in a
whisper: “Yes.”

I started to explain, but one pale, peeling hand slide out
from under the blankets and wrapped weak fingers around
my wrist.

Sienna said in a wet rasp: “Help them.”
I stood up. The fire popped, and the flare of light shone

over all those eyes, turned to me. “Well,” I said. “It’s a good
thing this isn’t a democracy.”



CROSSROADS, JUST
AFTER MIDNIGHT

JAQ CAUGHT UP TO ME ON THE WAY UP THE HILL. IN THE THIRD-
moon blood light and soundless lightning, I only knew she
was there when she spoke. She might have been beside me
for more than a step or two. Maybe all the way up from the
shack. She kept her head on the swivel, but the clawers
seemed to have withdrawn. Maybe just to regroup, maybe for
the night. Either way, the fast-moving clouds on the storm
wind only let in a few streamers of red moonlight by which to
judge that we were alone.

Jaq whispered: “Three days before the kidneys get to
killin’. Why not help somebody with those days? Ain't that
what Max likes to do when she got three days left to live?”

“It isn’t three days. The healing wrap you gave me is
already spent stitching me up from the clawer wounds. With
none to replace it, by tomorrow morning I’ll start turning
yellow, and then my mind will fade. I’ll be a walking corpse
this time tomorrow night.”

Jaq just said: “Shit.”
We walked a dozen steps before she caught my hand.

Dark the night, quiet the fading storm, sharp the touch of her
hand in mine. Couldn’t see her face in the dark but felt the
stress in her hand.
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“Listen,” I said. “It’s not over yet. I just need more healing
prayers. The only place to get one of those is a church, and
there isn’t a lot of church around here. Maybe the Invictus has
a stash laying around for if he gets injured. Maybe he hasn’t
used it all. He said he knew where to find an altar, and he
wants my help fixing it.” I pressed her hands between mine.
“Maybe I get to live longer than three days. Either way, Felix
is a person too, and I’ll not kill a body just ‘cause another
says so.”

Jaq shivered. “Deal.”
“Jaq, we’re working toward something bigger now. Sienna

has to make it somewhere safe. We’ve got to teach her how to
live. That’s more important than anything.”

“For surely, Jaq knows.”
“We can’t risk all that over some supposedly crooked sher-

iff. We get the purificators, get a vehicle, and keep moving.”
Jaq kept my hand and stepped close enough I could smell

the seawater brine still clinging to her. She rested her fore-
head against mine, and through that contact came the electric
hum of her human body, her breath, her whirling brain. She
said: “Said it was a deal. Just, Max lose herself, she not care-
ful. The Max who help people is the Max we like.”

“The sheriff wants me to fix a broken altar. Get an altar,
and we got no problems. It’s the thing to do.”

Jaq shook, but only once. “And if pinko don’t live? Sienna
in a strange way. She maybe not find waking up so easy one
of these mornings.”

“Well, then it’ll just be you and me.”
Jaq sighed. “Max and Jaq for surely. Just we and our

ghosts. Don’t be going around racking up regrets, Max,” she
said but pressed my weapon belt into my hands.

“I’ve already got an army. Keep the shield.”
When I passed the smooth, palm-sized disk of prayer

glyphs back into her hand, Jaq said: “Don’t know how this
works.”
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“Pick a phrase that means ‘protect me,’ then touch the
disk and think that phrase real loud in your head. That sets
the activator. Once you’ve picked the phrase, you got to use
the same one plus the intention to turn it on. Generates a field
that stops bullets and beamers. Doesn’t do anything about
slow-moving sharps, though, and if an inmani gets inside the
shield, then it’ll turn off. No good against the clawers.”

I could hear her arched eyebrow in the tone of her whis-
per. “Doesn’t stop clawers, then what’s it good for?”

“Stop the sheriff’s bullets at least, though not his power-
armored punches. Something about Felix Forgrave doesn’t
quite add up to an Invictus Ranger. He’s got the armor, but
their trademark is a metal shield as tall as they are. They use
it so they can stand in rank with their squad against inmani.
They’re serious about those big, round sheets of metal. The
only way an Invictus isn’t carrying their shield is if their
buddies are using it to carry their corpse. But this guy hasn’t
got one, and I don’t like how that smells. If I don’t come back,
douse him in gasoline, or drop something heavy on him, like
a building.”

“If that’s how you want it,” said Jaq. “Jaq keep an eye on
the changeling while Max takes the risks. One of these days,
we switch places though, and Jaq do the heroics.”

“I’ll come back with a working altar. Then we’ll be back in
business.”

Jaq bit the hand I offered her, but in an affectionate kind of
way. Then she blew a raspberry and walked away into the
clouds of dust blowing up the road.

THE SHERIFF LIVED IN A LITTLE HUT ATOP A GIANT ROCK ALL

wound about with barbed wire and overgrown with thorned
brush, so there was no way up to it except the jump jets on
the sheriff’s powered armor. It had no door I could see but the
one onto the porch at the top.
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I threw a rock at that high-up window, then another, and
then Felix opened the door, clomped across the porch, and
stuck his head out over the railing.

“Hark,” he said dryly. “Who goes there?”
“Yes, I can probably fix a broken altar. Where is it?”
“Max the Killer? Is that you? Why at this late hour?

Scandalous!”
“Are you a real person, or do you just play one in some

kind of improvisational stage production? I can help you with
your altar. Is it up there?”

“By your tone, I take it this is not a booty call, so no, it’s
not up here. Go get some sleep. The job will take us out into
the desert. I’ll show you where tomorrow.”

“My boat sank.”
“I saw. And I also saw that you set my lighthouse on fire.”
I considered apologizing but instead said only: “Yep.”
A dusky voice drifted over the railing from behind Felix. It

sounded a little like velvet slithering off a metal hangar.
“Who is it out there?”

“Just some mercenary called Max the Killer.” Felix’s
railing squeaked as a second person leaned on it, a second
person wearing coveralls and goggles, with sinuous hips,
judging only by the outline.

I said: “Hello, shadowy person in the dark.”
Felix said: “This is Rose.”
Rose said: “Nice outfit. Is that the style in the city these

days?”
“Only in the fun parts. Nice night vision goggles, I

presume, since I can’t see them.”
“Oh, these old things? I just threw them together. What do

you need, Max the Killer?”
“Purificators. I’ll fix Felix’s altar in exchange for an ATV

and as many purificators as I can carry, plus a couple of spare
pyx for my beamer. I’d like an advance on that labor in the
form of one purificator.”
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Felix shook his head. “Haven’t got any prayer wraps. If
it’s a doctor you need, Rose is as close as we’ve got.”

“Shefwayla,” I said. “Then how about instead of waiting
for dawn, we go fix the altar now?”

Rose lay an arm across Felix’s shoulders. “That’d be fine
except the part about leaving now. What kind of medicine do
you need?”

“Riding the desert at night would be folly, even besides
the clawers.” Supplied Felix. “We go at dawn.”

“I’ve got poison in my body,” I went with a simplified
distortion of the truth. “Without a healing wrap, your odds of
getting the altar fixed drop precipitously. Hours count.”

Rose said: “What kind of poison, sweety? I have some
antidotes…”

“The kind of poison for which you don’t have an anti-
dote.” If the best church healers at Aphelion couldn’t regrow
my kidneys, then Rose couldn’t either.

Felix sighed and rocked the railing back and forth a couple
of times. At last, he declared: “Damn.”

Rose said: “I’ll get my things.”
But he caught her arm, and in the tone of their whispers, it

seemed clear she wasn’t welcome on the trip.



FAR OUT ON THE
FORBIDDEN DESERT,
TWO HOURS TO
FOURTH-MOON FALL.

THE ATV HAD FOUR WHEELS, EACH AS TALL AS MY HIP, THOUGH

that wasn’t saying much. Its engine rumbled like thunder
over the black dunes, blacker than the sky above. With no
headlights, we steered by the power of Felix’s night vision
helmet. I sat unhappily behind him on the machine, clinging
to the powered armor and watching for glimpses of the
fourth moon rising silver and spinning through the tattered
threads of the storm’s tail.

Rose had been generous. She loaned me a new shirt, some
torn up slacks, and, after overcoming some resistance from
Felix, her goggles. They indeed provided excellent night
vision, making the world sepia-toned but omitting no detail
in the bony fingered brush or the pockmarked dunes. The
leather band of her goggles smelled of her: seed or nut oil
infused with a delicate floral note but seasoned with enough
of her sweat to make the overall effect one of salt and
stranger. Her admonition echoed in my ears over the sound of
the purring diesel engine: Bring him home safe.

But I heard Otey too: He killed the bartender for free booze.
Killed the supervisor for organizing against him.

We kept it slow and made a lot of turns. From the shore,
all I’d seen was dune-tops, but in the valleys between them
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lay long winding crevasses, boulders, and brush—lots of
obstacles to avoid and easy to get turned around. Our
passage blew cold desert air and clawing black sand up my
back. Felix’s armor wasn’t any warmer than the sand, but at
least nobody could shoot me from that direction. In the dark, I
kept feeling exposed, even with the shirt. Maybe it was the
absence of purificator wraps. I had none. Not even one.

I’ve survived a lot of fights, but I’ve never gone into one without
a bandage before.

When the storm clouds had passed to the western horizon,
leaving the fourth moon near its zenith and the stars sharp as
thorns, we finally stopped atop a long rise in the wide desert, so
the world sloped away. The spinning moon’s shifting shadows
danced over the desert, making it seem to ripple. A black curl of
sand slithered past us from behind, as if it had been chasing.

Felix pointed to one smaller mesa not like the others, with
a rounded top and strange kilter.

Rose’s goggles had a telescopic capability controlled by
rolling a dial. I zoomed in. It wasn’t a mesa. Cracks and
metal-toothed gaps looked like missing scales on the carcass
of a giant fish, but too sharp, too intentional; a crashed ship
half the size of a mountain. Judging by the sweeping lines, the
organic curves, and the opalescent metal peeking out from
behind the black desert grime, it was church-made.

“Shefwayla,” I said. “These goggles are sex on the beach.”
“What?” said Felix.
“Let’s go.”
“Not just yet. Take a breath. Appreciate the sight.” Felix

turned his gaze up to the moon, then pointed up. “Look there.
Seen that?”

High above, the sky seemed to move with black specks,
wave upon on wave of winged bodies at a tremendous
distance, like some vast migration as distant as the moon’s
own wake. So many were they that their formations gave
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depth to the moonlight. My wandering gaze couldn’t sort it
out until my Reason finally said: Shit. Those are clawers.

There must have been a hundred thousand of them in
layers toward the spinning moon.

Optimism said out loud: “Are they chasing the moon?”
Felix drawled: “Near as I can tell. They go after anything

bright except the sun. Not sure why they don’t chase the sun.
Not sure how high up they get, but it’s about at the limit of
my sensors, which means damn high. They’re why this area is
restricted. But you didn’t know that, did you, that this area is
restricted?”

“I knew. My broken engine didn’t care.”
“Just like you didn’t care that Driftwood is an illegal

settlement.”
“I guess if it’s in a restricted zone, then yeah, that makes it

illegal. That’s not my fry, though, and not my fish.” The
waves of tiny, flapping black forms seemed endless. “Where
do they go during the day? It’s not here, is it? It’s totally
here.”

Felix waved at the wrecked ship. “It’s here. They’re
coming here. They’re nested all over the inside of the hull.
You’ll see. The few times I’ve tried this, I’ve traveled the
desert by day when they’re in the wreck, then gone into the
wreck by night when they’re out chasing the moon. That
gives me plenty of time to explore. Not this time, though. This
time Max the Killer is in a hurry.” He glanced at my weapon
belt for a moment and then added: “We got about two hours
before fourth-moon fall. After that, they come back home. Too
bad you don’t have anti-grav. Going to be hairy in there
without jump jets. We get in, find an altar you can get work-
ing, and I’ll drag it back down.”

“I have to climb that?” I said. “You can’t carry me?”
Felix shook his head. “If I’m careful with my power

reserves then I should be able to walk the altar back as far as
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the ATV, which will get it the rest of the way to town. But
only if I’m careful.”

“Shefwayla. I’ve done harder things. Bonus if we can blow
this thing up with all the inmani inside.”

With a roll of his head that somehow implied it wouldn’t
be easy at all, he said: “Sure. Bonus.”

AS WE DREW INTO THE SHADOW OF THE WRECK, IT SEEMED TO RISE

higher as if stiffening its spine to resist us. Sand clung and
whirled about the pearly armor, sifting over the many cracks
as if caught by static electricity. The moon sank behind the
jagged peak of it, casting the long shadows of its broken spars
and beams across the black desert sand.

Ten paces from the monolithic hull, Felix pulled up and
killed the engine. Then he craned his neck back and said
rhetorically: “They sure made’em big back in the day.” When
I crawled off the ATV without answering, he added as if to
keep the conversation up: “Hard to imagine what could bring
down a ship this size. I’ve seen the big guns do their work
often enough but…” He shook his head, and the speaker on
his helmet crackled with his sigh. “Nothing that could dent so
much Ayu steel as this.”

“It’s not steel,” I said as I scanned the area within climbing
distance for a way in. To gain entry through the torn-open
topside would require ascension gear and many hours of
climbing. Even with the right tools, it looked too sheer to be a
sure matter. “How are we getting in there?”

“There’s a hatch, but it’s sealed.” He pointed.
The hatch was about twice my height off the ground,

crusted with sand, and nearly indistinguishable from the rest
of the hull. The only sign it was there was a faint outline that
looked almost painted into place by a calligrapher with a fine-
tipped brush. Felix’s anti-grav prayer glyphs flashed black
light and his tiny jump jets flared. Up he went exactly as if
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maneuvering a space-suit in free-fall. Nothing pounced
on him.

The tiny specks in the sky seemed impossibly high up. Far
too high, it seemed, to spot Felix’s little jump jets.

A faint thud sounded as Felix clamped a climbing anchor
above the hatch. Then a rope slithered down, with a climbing
harness already secure at its bottom. Only once I’d scaled to
the hatch, then found and opened a service panel next to it,
and then started rooting around in the gleaming metal
innards did he say: “I know it’s not steel.”

“Good for you?” Without power, the diagnostic systems
behind the panel were all useless. The first step was to find a
power port and send some juice to the computers.

“We just call it ayu steel. Same stuff Paladin armor is made
from, right? Saw a Pally take a beamer shot once. Didn’t cook
him at all.”

“You always this chatty?”
“Just curious is all. You seem to know a few things.”
“Armor doesn’t stop beamers. Beamers are Ayu magic.

They ignore barriers. Only shield prayers can stop them. The
armor is for ballistic impacts, claws, teeth, stuff like that. Get
over here and shine your light on the panel.”

Felix slid down the sheer side of the ship and then
engaged his anti-grav glyphs to float just next to my knee,
so the faint heat-lamp on his helmet shone into the mechan-
ical cavity. Rose’s goggles drank up that heat-light and
turned the sepia shadows into details. Felix kept talking:
“So do you think it was a beamer that shot this thing
down?”

“Looks like this mechanism has a pyx port for emergency
power. You got a spare pyx laying around?”

“Only pyx I’ve got is powering my armor, and I currently
need my armor. What about your beamer?”

“Damn.” My least favorite part of my beamer’s design
was the screw off top to the pyx compartment. Hanging off
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the rope Felix had anchored, I spent ten seconds sullenly
making little metal squeaking sounds as I unscrewed the cap.

Felix said: “Isn’t that how you reload? How do you do
that in a firefight?”

“His name is Beamer, and you will speak of him with
respect.”

“Sorry. You named your beamer?”
“Just now I did, yes. And that’s Sir Beamer to you.”
His laugh was gruff and a little sarcastic. “Never heard of

a weapon with a screw off magazine cap.”
“Lay off Sir Beamer, alright?”
The pyx slid into the power socket with too much room to

spare. I breathed the prayer to activate it. Then, I covered the
socket with the cap as the light sigils blazed bright enough to
burn flesh. The door systems flickered to life as the photo-
voltaic systems drank up that light. Screens blinked then
started ticking through diagnostics. I slapped the emergency
release lever, and the door jolted once. A few clunks and
bangs sounded like the bolts drawing back, but the hatch
didn’t quite manage to open.

“That’s odd,” I mused, scanning the readouts. “This
door’s been opened recently. Have you gained entry this way
before?”

“No.” Felix leaned close to my shoulder to see the read-
outs. His armor seemed to radiate the desert cold. Curled up
as I was against the hull with his feet braced below and his
hand above me, it made me small and soft and him large and
metal. I felt like a bug in the crack of a boot’s tread.

I let the pyx slide back out of the power socket, and the
system died. Felix turned his impassive helmet down toward
me as if considering a child who’d impetuously crawled into
his lap. As I loaded the pyx back into my beamer’s socket, I
said: “Well, it’s unlocked now. Go ahead and give it a good
shove. Put those big, powered servos of yours to work.”
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He kicked off the wall and floated down to the gap in the
door to start worrying it open.

Slowly I let out a breath I hadn’t realized I’d been holding.
The door gave way to Felix’s hydraulic muscles. Sand

slithered down the skin of the ship and also under my shirt.
The door groaned and shifted, and out came a torrent of foul
smells and dry organic dust, all full of fibrous hairs, bleached
mildew, and desiccated corpse-stuff. Thick webbing clung to
the door as it shifted, tearing so when it finally stood open
there remained behind a wound-like gap.

“Looks like an open tomb,” said Felix.
Some of the crew died for sure. It doesn’t just look like a grave;

it’s literally a grave, said Reason.
Hopefully not mine, said Optimism.
Immediately inside was a T junction passageway, practi-

cally choked with desiccated organic matter of which clawer
bones figured in vast number. A hall going straight forward
seemed the only passible direction, but two others were
clearly not passible: one angled almost directly up and
another straight down. With no ladders to be seen, it seemed
clear the ship wasn’t meant to sit how it did. I decided the
floor must have been the wall on the left, which now
appeared most sheer and unclimbable except for all the
mummified rot, which was rich in handholds that couldn’t be
trusted. Peering up, I shuddered at the thought of scaling it.
Rose’s goggles couldn’t penetrate the deep shadows above or
below. Felix sighed looking up, grimaced looking down, and
then said to me: “Don’t look down.”

“Set your clock,” I replied, consulting the helpful little
readout on the goggles display. “If we’re not out in an hour
and forty minutes, then fourth moon sets, and the clawers
come home.”

What was once a hallway was now a black and unfath-
omed pit. We leaped it to what was once a wall, and some-
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thing about the rotting stench, the radiating cold, the echoing
hiss, of that pit clutched at my jumping feet.

It was the first. If we survived the climb and came back
the same way, then it would be the last. Between those jumps
stretched a tangled cold hell.



SHIPWRECK, 1:39 TO
FOURTH-MOON FALL

THE SHIP INTERIOR WAS A WATERFALL FREEZING SAND.
Every bulkhead and surface curved in organic ways,

making the hallways seem like blood vessels and the rooms
like chambered muscle cells as if the ship were grown, not
made. Its position off-kilter and nose down in the dirt turned
everything sideways on two different axes, making floors into
cliffs and halls deadly pits. Climbing the smooth walls and
seamless shapes would have been impossible even for me,
but filthy organic bird’s nest-like material clung to nearly
every surface, lending hand-holds. The bat-like inmani must
have harvested the desert brush and barfed on it, or some-
thing worse, to make a kind of waddle-dab. The mess was
fibrous, chalky, reasonably sturdy, divided into infinite
pockets and cul-de-sacs, and everywhere. It dried out and got
thicker and sturdier as we climbed. Hints of ongoing mainte-
nance grew more common, suggesting that the lower areas'
foul air was too poisonous even for the clawers. Down every
one of those slanting, hive-nest corridors and through every
cracked door, nest web, and hatch, came bounding rivulets of
tumbling black sand. Sand in everything, always moving
down. It pooled in every up-turned space, spilled down every
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crack, splashed and mounded at the bottom of every climb,
and filled my clothes with itching dryness and scratching grit.

To make matters worse, the night vision goggles needed
some heat-light to function, and what came off my body
wasn’t enough to light the way. Felix’s helmet spilled a beam
that bounced around, but it never quite managed to be where
I needed it.

It was like climbing an ice sculpture of a bird’s nest inside
a hailstorm and in the dark.

The only sounds were the sizzle of Felix’s jump jets and
my grunts of exertion, vying with the endless slithering hiss
of sand.

Again and again, Felix flew up to some junction or corner,
settled the climbing anchor, lowered the rope, and then lifted
me up with those servo-powered arms. Humiliating, to be so
much at his mercy, but it was the most efficient option.



SHIPWRECK, 0:53 TO
FOURTH-MOON FALL

WHEN IT HAD BEEN JUST UNDER AN HOUR, AND THE TIMER READ

fifty minutes and change before moon-fall, we paused next to
a gaping hole in the hull. The fourth moon’s light peeked
around its rim but didn’t penetrate far. We’d gained a consid-
erable altitude in climbing, and the wind blew strong and
steady. That breath carried a stream of sand that made black
ghosts along the edges of the hole.

I perched on the upturned side of a set of drawers worked
into the hull. Goaded on by the ticking timer, I tried all at
once to catch my breath, chow a strip of fish jerky, chug a little
water from my canteen, and slap some heat back into my
fingers. While I choked and sneezed sandy jerky water, Felix
pointed to the gap.

“That looks like a breaching charge to me. See how it burst
the outer hull but not the inner one?”

I nodded, eyes watering, frozen hands trembling against
the canteen metal, nose tingling with jerky flavors.

He prattled, as if feeling amicable, “This is where I get in
when I’m free to fly. So, I know where we are now. Should
just be a few more minutes to where we’re going. You’re
pretty tough—some kind of machine. Wasn’t sure this was
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going to work, but it’s not out of the question. Think you’ve
still got time to fix the altar?”

The clock read forty-eight minutes. “Yes,” I said, with a
conviction that I didn’t feel.

If Felix sensed my bravado, he didn’t say anything.
We’re gambling with his life too, said Regret.
He doesn’t seem to mind, said Optimism.
Then, feeling a little bit more charitable toward his chatti-

ness, I ventured: “No beamer scars in here and nothing left of
the boarding vessel. Also, weird thing, you seen any sign of
young? This place is a nest, but I haven’t heard a single living
thing.”

Felix shook his head, making his light flash across the
maw and rubble. “Rose thinks they grow up fast. They’re full-
grown in a few minutes.”

“That tracks.”
He turned his light on me. “It tracks?”
I pointed out a few details. “Look at the scrape marks by

the door. Looks like it was clawed open, right?” I wagged my
canteen that way, and his helmet light tracked over the white
scars under their layers of clinging sand and clawer nest. “I
think the boarding party was inmani. Maybe the clawers.
Wrap a clutch of clawer eggs in a bioship missile and fire it
into an enemy vessel. The clawers hatch, eat everything in
sight, including their own bioship, and turn all that biomass
into more clawers.”

Felix frowned. “Or maybe the boarding ship took off once
they’d breached.”

“Maybe. But this is the clawer’s only nest, right?”
Felix’s light bounced as he nodded. “I see where you’re

going.”
“See, you don’t want mindless inmani berserkers like

these clawers spreading out too far. I’d wager they’re engi-
neered so they only breed in their original hive. If I were the
cutter making them, I’d write in a kill switch. Then once
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they’ve eaten up the enemy crew, you pop the kill switch, and
they all keel over. Boom, you got a clean enemy vessel for
keeps and funsies.”

Felix hummed and pondered as he pointed his helmet at
the hole in the wall. “Hardly matters, in the end.”

“It could matter,” I slapped my thighs and stood up to
hang off the wall and scan for my next handhold. “We could
dissect one and look for a kill switch.”

As I climbed toward the door, Felix said: “You’d like Rose.
I think you two would get along.”



SHIPWRECK, 0:30 TO
FOURTH-MOONFALL

THE TIMER READ THIRTY MINUTES EXACTLY WHEN WE CAME TO

the remains of a firefight. The chalky bones of dead clawers,
the brass cases of spent bullets, and the twisted power armor
limbs and crushed metal shields of dead Invictus soldiers
filled a small room from wall to wall. The human bodies had
been pulled free from their metal shells by probing claws and
licking tongues, but everywhere among the bones of their
enemies gleamed the evidence of heroic deaths. The black
smears of clawers cooked by beamer fire smudged the walls
to greasy darkness. Both doors on either side of the room had
been rent open by clawers, but one in the ceiling remained
closed.

I paused to brush sand off a battered metal shield embla-
zoned with a name: Invictus Martin Keel. Under that name
were others carved in smaller letters—a list as long as my
hand. Shifting the shield took both hands and I had to lift
from my legs, not my back. Finger bones slipped from around
its grip and fell against the hull of the powered armor below. I
set the shield aside a few inches, just enough to look into the
crusted skeleton of that battle armor, into the stinking ruin
where ooze, bugs, and bones marked the grave of a church
soldier. Without really meaning to, I said a prayer I no longer
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believed: “Yamarasu of the long night, who hunts in the dark,
keeper of lost names, I accept this name returned from you.
She of the deeps, take this soldier, Martin Keel, into your dark
hair and carry him past the stars, that his name may be
spoken when the final night ends.”

Felix cocked his head at my prayer, then echoed it with
one of his own, one more orthodox: “Yonas, lord of light and
fire against corruption, brand these names to our shields so
we may strike them to the foe. Let our enemies go into the
dark and be forgotten, knowing that these names will remain
in light. Yoanos, when the war is won, let these names be the
embers that kindle the signal to call you back to us. I say their
names in fire and in fury: Invictus Martin Keel, Invictus Anna
Koshu, Invictus Ba Hotr, and I, Invictus Felix Forgrave, who
carry their names on my shield, for I cannot carry their
bodies.”

Well, that just about does it, said Optimism. That dude is an
Invictus.

But I couldn’t help myself. “You don’t, do you, though?
Where’s your shield, Invictus?”

“Under all this,” he said. He pointed to the charnel pit, but
the speakers on his helmet conveyed in his voice the faintest
note of…

Was that relief?
Optimism offered: Maybe he’s happy to be done with it.

Maybe Rose has helped him set that burden down. We wouldn’t
have any idea what that’s like, would we, Maxine Ali, inmanus,
oath breaker?

But it didn’t feel right.
Felix kept talking. “Ba Hotr ordered me to fall back, to

survive, to avenge them.”
The clock said twenty-nine minutes, so I asked:

“Where to?”
“Up,” he said. “The altar room is up there.” But he crouched

next to the armor and plucked something from among the
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bones. A beamer. Not the Paladin kind with a shape designed
to be either a pistol grip or a sword hilt, like Sir Beamer, who
used only the finest quality pyx. This was the sturdy military
style that pulsed the beam at a preset power and relied on a
range-finder to decide its length. That let it function more effi-
ciently off a weaker, military issue pyx. It looked like a good,
modern weapon for a lucky or wealthy Invictus officer. He
tapped it against his leg, checked the charge, and then slid it
into a pocket and clipped that pocket shut.

“You want to dig up your shield, go ahead,” I said, and
then began climbing the slanted wall toward the door in the
ceiling. “Repairs will take a moment.”

Felix said: “Yes, ma’am,” and there seemed something of
pain in his voice.

Something is wrong, said Reason.
Well, we’re climbing through a giant inmani berserker nest on

not one but two different countdowns to death. There have been
better nights, some in recent memory.

No, I mean that something is wrong with Felix.
Optimism kept me moving ahead. Can’t stop to worry.
The door above was sealed tight and getting it open

required another service panel and another use of my beam-
er’s pyx. The light-creating prayer glyphs on the pyx’s tung-
sten cylinder could produce a truly incredible amount of
light/power/energy, but it would eventually burn out.
Getting a door open shouldn’t have been a significant strain,
but it wasn’t what that pyx was designed for. I couldn’t
predict how much heat it had left. Despite my optimism’s
chiming voice telling me it would be okay, reason and experi-
ence both expected the beamer’s work wasn’t done for the
night.

But the pyx-power lit up the controls, and this time the
door opened.

It vomited a volley of mummified bones and teeth like a
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grim practical joke. I swung out of the way, and they all clat-
tered off Felix’s helmet.

Slowly, he brushed a scrap of rotted cloth from his shoul-
der, then went back to digging.

“No sand, though,” I said. “Only bones. That’s good. It
means it’s not open any other way.”

Felix replied without looking up: “We went up there
before. It’s not open any other way. I sealed it up while the
others were fighting. Weird how the bones shifted onto the
door. Maybe the wreck moves sometimes.”

The room beyond that half-open hatch looked more like a
hallway, lined with alcoves and maybe benches. A locker
room?

“Damn,” I said. “How much further is it-”
I stopped talking because Felix looked up, and the light

from his helmet filled in some detail in the sepia-toned night-
vision world beyond the door. What I’d thought were
benches seemed too tall for that. Lumps before each one
might have been steps or maybe seats. If they were seats… I
lifted my night-vision goggles, flipped Sir Beamer down to
the lowest power and length, and then pulsed the trigger. The
beamer light blew back the shadows. It rolled over the star-
like sculptures of dead light fixtures designed in life to cast no
confusing shadow on the surface below—scribe’s lights, but
in every alcove. The light glinted on metal cabinets of
hundreds of drawers labeled with the scribes marks for
different pigments. It caught and seemed to linger in the
smooth-as-glass white metal of the altars, one in each alcove.
There were so many altars—more than I could count at a
glance. The most altars I’d ever seen in the same room and
more than most mid-sized cities could boast of in all their
churches and chantries combined.

“Shit!” I said.
“Shit,” confirmed Felix.
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His helmet exposed no surprise, not like my wide eyes
reflected in his black visor.

The clock said twenty-five minutes.
Clean and nest-free, the room seemed almost unperturbed

by the crash. A few more semi-preserved corpses lay against
the floor-wall, filling the already overburdened air with more
dust, but at least it was a dry stink.

The nearest altar had no cracks, no pitting, no sign of
weathering or blast damage. It seemed perfect. Working
quickly, I snapped open one of the cabinets and tried drawers
until opening one let loose a hiss like a can of soda. The
pigment mark said it was third Egyptian blue. It didn’t matter
except that it was still liquid, and when I popped the tiny
flask open and dipped my finger, I found it to be about as
thick as blood and smelling like an acrid pill bottle.

“Shit!” enthused Optimism, riding a jolt of excitement.
Sketching the roughest of pyx prayer glyphs with my

finger directly onto the altar face did nothing. Of course not;
there were inmani nests in every direction, not to mention my
own inmani flesh. No church tech would work here. Frown-
ing, I twisted Sienna’s finger bone in its tape-wrapped
capsule. In theory, it might bypass the defenses that stopped
prayers from working near inmani, but I had no idea how it
worked. After a moment’s consideration, I leaned over and
tapped the amulet against the altar. Immediately, the inked
pyx sigil blazed candescent. I lifted the night vision goggles
again to admire that glowing blue sigil. Above it, the glyphs
for the scribe’s light flickered on. Then the glyphs for the next
one over. The faintest of electric hums rippled through the
room and away through the vast structure.

Thanks again, Sienna’s finger bone. The relic didn’t answer
me, but there could be no doubt that it had done something.
The altar wasn’t broken. It was just in an inmani nest, and
church glyphs didn’t work for inmani. Not without Sienna’s
power to hack their code.
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A quiet thud warned me of Felix’s approach. Glancing
back, I found him perched in the open doorway.

Grinning my delight at him, I declared: “Shit!”
“Shit?” He answered.
I waved at the glowing pyx glyph, which proclaimed by

its shine that the altar still functioned, without power,
decades or even centuries after the crash landing.

“Shit,” said Felix, respectfully.
This guy has no idea how prayer glyphs work, said Reason, or

maybe Optimism. He’s got no clue why this is impossible. He just
thinks you fixed it.

My goggles chimed. While sliding them back into place, I
smeared blue ink in my hair. Their display showed we had
just under twenty minutes left before the clawers came back.

“Shit,” I said.
“Shit.” Felix agreed.
Felix clamped his boots to the wall/floor and gripped the

altar in both hands. I straddled what was once the chair for
the working scribe to sit in and practiced the next bit to make
sure I had room and wouldn’t set myself on fire. Then Sir
Beamer carved a flaming gash through the single metal leg
holding the altar in place. The altar, a two-meter slab of
finger-thick Ayu metal, fell free into Felix’s armored embrace
with a shower of sparks. Both his feet popped off the wall.
He fell short ways to the floor below in a flash of anti-grav
and jump-jet light, then hit and slid into an awkward half-
splits.

“Shit!” He tried to stand and staggered under the weight
of the altar, teetered at the open door/hole, then he fell
through. The altar banged the doorway, slid with a screech
and shower of sparks, and followed him. The thud of Felix
hitting the bones and sand below came only an instant before
the apparently massive weight of the altar smashed down
with a sound like a bomb going off. Dust sprang from the
walls. The boom echoed through the whole ship, shook the
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jars of ink in their drawers, and set off a landslide in a
corridor I couldn’t see.

When the landslides finally stopped, I opened one eye.
When that didn’t break anything, I leaned out over the open
door/hole.

Felix’s upturned helmet met my gaze. He seemed unhurt.
He pulled off the helmet to scrape sweat from his brow with
armored fingers. Then he looked back up. He had a hand-
some, weathered face about two shades paler than was prob-
ably normal for him, his eyes were wide as wells, and his
breath came shallow. “Shit!” He said.

“Shit.” I agreed.
The altar had sunk like a thrown knife into the sand, shat-

tering bones and the leg of a suit of old armor without
distinction. It’d sunk so deep that it had to be jimmied free.
Felix worked that problem for all the time that it took me to
climb back down to him and then make up a makeshift
harness out of our climbing rope. We got it wrapped in
enough coils to hold it tight, and then Felix crouched where I
could secure it to his drag harness with all the length we had
left. Standing back, I admired the neat layers of coiled hemp.
It was church-issue gear, well maintained, and my knots
seemed solid. If the armor didn’t give out, he could carry it,
though he’d be dangerously top-heavy.

Felix pulled his helmet back on, then declared with
urgency: “Shit!” and he tapped the timer display at my
goggle’s bottom rim.

It read: five minutes and four seconds.
Five minutes!
“Shit!” I agreed.
We moved. He clanged and clonked. His anti-grav glyphs

made a dent in the new weight, but he couldn’t fly anymore,
only run with a long stride. Reason cursed me for not pausing
to think. It was an inch thick, three feet wide, and six feet
long, which meant it could have been made of aluminum and
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still weighed more than twice what I did, and it wasn’t as
light as aluminum. Seemed like it was at least as dense as
iron, judging by how I couldn’t move it at all, even with a
lever.

I leaped from doorway to doorway, from hall corner to
bolted furniture. I clambered on nesting material, scurried
over rough sliding sand, and slid down long, curving halls.
Always, I scouted the way for Felix. It was free-running like
I’d not done since my days training to wear a combat harness
under the watchful eye of the Lion of Cairo’s chief squire. We
went fast. Much faster than safety or prudence demanded.
But the clock just kept ticking down. Felix followed—a
clumping, thudding, huffing, off-balance machine. Twice he
fell through clawer nests into huge pods of what looked like
giant spider eggs, and twice he fought his way free of them.

At every pause, however short, I swore I could hear the
silent flapping of batlike wings and the click of claws.



SHIPWRECK, 0:01:25
TO
FOURTH-MOON FALL

THE ROOM OFFERED SIX DOORS AND TWO LADDERS, ALMOST ALL

of which might have led down. Rows of consoles lined the
walls, like some kind of command center or damage control
center. I didn’t recognize anything.

Felix’s shoulder and elbow joints squealed as he lowered
himself over the threshold of the doorway. When he fell to the
floor, his knee joints buckled with a wrenching sound, and he
caught himself with both hands. His carbine swung on its
strap like the tongue of a broken bell, dully tapping the metal
hull. He looked up and panted: “Shit.” Then he pointed at the
fourth door from the left.

My eye caught on ancient paint peeking out from under
the filth. I brushed at it, then a slow grin spread. Under all the
junk, the wall was marked; DCC, for Damage Control Center.
Some of the dials and buttons were glowing. One said: “Solar
power emergency restart initiated,” and next to it, a red light
blinked at 32%.

My relic lit up blue through its electric tap. As if in reply,
lights all around the room flickered on under their coats of
dust and web.

That’s not bad, right? Mused Optimism. This could be good!
Felix jumped, his jets failed to lift him, and he slammed
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into the lower wall beside that door he’d thought was the
way out. He pulled the door open, but to his credit, he meant
to hold it for me.

The damage control board was so red it looked like a bed
of coals. I brushed off a little debris, not sure what I was
looking for.

If the ship had systems that could have purged the inmani, then
it wouldn’t have crashed. Reason was torn between fascination
and the desperate need to keep running. A warning claxon
blared like an angry goose, drawing my attention to an open
panel that had once hidden three locks with three keys in
them. All three had been abandoned in the on position. A big
red button next to them had a bold label:

“SELF DESTRUCT SEQUENCE. IF RED, ABANDON
SHIP.”

It glowed red.
“Shit,” I said.
Felix turned back from the way out. The pivot of his

helmet to follow my pointing finger could have marked the
passage of eons. The red shone through a coat of grime, bright
and evil as the third moon.

Felix just said: “Shit,” and disappeared out the door.
The stink of the nest came in waves down here. The

rotting filth of it must have been collecting at the bottom. It
felt like a dry swamp, an evil combination of rot, cold, and
sucking dryness that made my face and hands crack and
bleed. It smelled like putrid bodies. None of that mattered
because only two short, curved halls remained before the
open hatch. The black-light flashes from Felix’s anti-grav
glyphs kept time to the minute flares of his jump jets as he
lumbered those last fifty yards. The patch of light at the end
of the tunnel had the pink caste of dawn. The slither of sand
through the ship might have gotten louder, or else maybe
many clawed feet echoed through the long halls. The sounds
of my heartbeat and running feet drummed them all out.
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Felix leaped the last open gap of a hall/pit and vanished
out the open doorway into daylight. Something slithered
down that hall from above. Probably only sand. My running
feet got me to the gap, but maybe it was all the careful
jumping down the long wreck, or maybe it was the growing
wonder if other ship systems might be waking up, or maybe
it was just pure damned evil instinct, but I didn’t jump. I
stopped and looked down first.

The hall/hole fell about fifty paces. Reflected dawn light
lit up even that bottom in the sepia tones of my night-vision
goggles. At the bottom, clear as day, lay an Invictus shield,
face-up, with a name emblazoned upon it: Felix Forgrave.

That’s not where that goes, said Reason. Why did he lie about
where he’d left it?

Then I knew. The answer wasn’t really reason; it was an
instinct running deeper and truer: Because he wasn’t ordered to
retreat. He left his team behind and ran away.

I looked up from that shield to meet Felix’s helmeted gaze
as he jumped back up to balance in the open door. He took a
hand off his carbine to offer that hand to me. Then he looked
down into the pit. Then he looked back to me.

To abandon your post under fire is a capital offense, said
Reason, helpfully.

“Listen,” I said, showing both palms. “Your secret is safe
with me.”

“I know,” Felix said and then fired his carbine twice.
The bullets tore through me.
Nova-bright surprise burst in all my bones at once. The

goggles made the muzzle flashes look like digital jitter. For
some reason, I turned to see what had snuck up on me that
needed shooting, even though I knew full well he hadn’t put
his bullets through my body by accident. Nothing behind me
but an empty hallway and specks of my blood still hanging in
the air, looking like glitter in the goggle’s sepia haze.

A third shot punched into the side of my lower-back, came
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out the front, and sprayed a mist of blood that the goggles
turned to golden fireworks.

I tried to say, “shit.” Sir Beamer climbed out of his holster,
but my fingers wouldn’t hold on to him. Legs buckled. I
pitched down into fifty-paces of sucking cold fall, and Sir
Beamer fell with me, spinning into the dark. The metal shield
kissed my cheek to sleep.



SHIPWRECK, AFTER
FOURTH-MOONFALL

BUT WHY DIDN’T THE SELF-DESTRUCT WORK THE FIRST TIME?
Reason was annoying. Reason would not let me rest. My eyes
opened on cracked glass and sand, lit green by light from
below. The goggles still worked. Rose would be pleased.

Why am I still alive?
I lay on a metal sheet—an Invictus shield. Prayer glyphs

lining the surface glowed green but fading. My spine wrig-
gled under my skin like a snake. Something popped into
place near the base of my skull. My braid slithered out of a
gashed wound in my upper neck and fell over the metal
shield. The wound folded shut.

It took both hands and a lot of swearing to lift myself off
the metal even an inch or two. Holes in my chest dripped like
a broken showerhead. My ribs shifted with my moving
weight. The pendant around my neck tumbled free, glowing
bright enough to heat the tape around it so the adhesive
peeled and slipped.

With a grunt, I slid off the shield, then levered it up an
inch. The underside shone with blue-glowing prayer glyphs,
but they weren’t the glyphs of a healing prayer. Squinting,
huffing, bleeding, and dying, I lifted the fifty-pound shield a
second time and slid a mound of sand under it so I could see
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better. The glyphs were names. Moving my amulet away
from them made the light go out.

Why the hell am I still alive?
The goggles clawed at total darkness, shifted and shim-

mered, but found no purchase. Felix must have closed the
door.

Cocooned in that stinking void, dizziness became my
whole dark, spinning world. A wave of sand slithered into the
pit, more than usual. Enough to bury me if it didn’t stop soon.
A deep moan and shudder rippled through the structure.
Something hummed on a register I could only hear in my gut
and bone.

We might be dizzy, but also, the ship is doing something.
“Shit,” I said, and I meant it.
A calm, androgynous voice spoke conversationally from

the dark, at a volume as if answering me personally: “Warn-
ing: Inmani presence detected. All systems overrun. An aban-
don-ship order was issued 24570 cycles, 19 hours, 33 minutes,
and 12 seconds ago. The self-destruct countdown is 24,570
cycles, 19 hours, 28 minutes, and 9 seconds behind schedule.
Alert, alert, alert: Countdown reinitiated on reserve solar
power. Four minutes and twelve seconds until meltdown.
Abandon ship. Abandon ship. Abandon ship.” That seemed
like the kind of message that would repeat, but it didn’t. It fell
silent. Red lights blinked an evil ripple behind all the inmani
muck all the way up the long tunnel/hall above in a manner
that got my head spinning with a dangerous sense of vertigo.

I set the clock in Rose’s goggles to four-minutes to
midnight.

A moment later, a bosun whistle cut the silence, and the
same voice declared: “Attention! Welcome aboard, Tacitus.
Your crew designation is <<guest>>. No quarters are
currently available. No mess is currently available. The
commanding officer’s briefing will be held at <<unavail-
able>>. The executive officer’s briefing and welcome will be
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held at <<unavailable>>. The Chief Petty Officer’s briefing
and welcome will be held at <<unavailable>>. Your grievance
officer is <<unavailable>>. Your supervising officer during
your stay will be <<unavailable>>. This ship is in combat
maneuvers. Your assistance is required for damage control
and counter-boarding action at…”

And it started listed decks. As far as I could tell, it meant
to list them all, which seemed like it would take the rest of the
five minutes.

It cost me fifteen seconds just to sit up. My left arm didn’t
work at all, so I tied it up in the cloth of Rose’s shirt. That
took a whole minute. Then ten seconds crawled by as I
fumbled for Sir Beamer. He’d fallen with me. He had to be
around. At last, my probing fingers turned his hilt up out of a
growing pile of black sand.

When I lifted the weapon, the top half flapped loose.
“Shit,” I wheezed.
Maybe we’ll fix him later, said Optimism, and shoved the

weapon into its battered holster.
The ship kept listing decks. The sand kept piling higher.

Somewhere in the dank decks above, thousands of clawers
had surely come home to roost.

Still dripping, I climbed. Blood clung to sand all over my
body. It dripped from my toes and fingers. It clotted with
desiccated clawer-bones in my hair. My every movement
shifted my cracked ribs like broken glass. Pausing with two
minutes left on the clock, I whimpered, let some saltwater out
from the inside of my goggles, and then kept climbing. One
arm’s length at a time. One rotting strand of clawer-webbing
at a time. Reach, grab. Shift. Pain. Pull. Pain. Reach. Pain.

The clawers had to be back, but they didn’t disturb me.
Maybe they don’t like the rot down here at the bottom.
Then the wall changed angles. It opened into a hall. The

hall we’d leaped from? It was. The hatch was closed.
Hence the darkness.
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“Shit,” I hissed.
I’d climbed the wrong wall.
With 1:50 on the clock, I worked my way slowly toward

the closed door.
With 1:39 on the clock, a landslide of black sand came

down the hall. I curled up tight against the wall as it pressed
and tumbled over my shoulders. The goggles shimmered,
and the crack lines flashed. My bullet holes screamed and
scraped under sand. The landslide pushed and clawed,
thrust, and hooked at me. Fingers twined in brush gripped
until the twigs stung my palms as thorns. Then the dry mess
gave way.

I fell with the sand, flushed down the hall. Desperate
grasping dug my toes into a mesh of fibers too boney and
damp to hold me. They gave way under my weight like ice or
a snowdrift, and I sank up to my elbows. Sand scoured
webbing from the walls. A whole clawer tumbled past—just a
momentary flash of body heat and teeth in a gaping mouth
soundlessly screaming, claws flailing. Was it alive or just
jerking in the tumble? I clung. It thrashed below, still making
no sound as the sandfall buried it.

The sandfall kept on. The clock said 0:59. I started
climbing against the pressure. Remembering the days at
Aphelon when they simulated a riot control and hit us with a
water cannon. Never had to climb under a water cannon. But
the training worked. One hand at a time, I went up to the
door that was closed.

I knew I’d made it when the torn-open webbing on the
walls folded down over me like the flesh of an open blade
wound. The service hatch would be to the right of the gap the
opening door made in the refuse. I couldn’t get over that fold,
so I drew my dueling blade and cut into it. Cut, then fold the
blade up, then holster it, then find a grip, then lift myself,
then draw the blade, then cut. On the third cut, I made it
through.
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The clock said 0:20 when I reached the service panel.
Please let the door have power.
It did not. The computer continued its litany of glitching

announcements, seemingly caught between welcoming me
aboard and telling me to leave. The service panel on the door
remained dark and dead.

C’mon Sir Beamer, give us your pyx.
With my left arm broken, I couldn’t grip the weapon to

twist off the cap. Instead, I lifted my knees together to wedge
myself into the corner, so my feet and spine pressed against
two walls and held me in place. As torn gut and ab muscles
with bullet holes in them hollered at me to stop, I wedged the
weapon between my thighs. Thumb and forefinger, strained
from hours of climbing, trembled and fumbled. Every muscle
shook with the effort. The cap had sand in its threads. It
twisted free all at once and bounced from the back of my
hand, off my hip, and into the dark.

Then I had the pyx out.
Don’t drop it.
My hand shook. My everything shook. The power port

cap sprang loose and away into the void. I dared not check
the clock as the sand slithered down a ceaseless rain. The pyx
made it into the power port. Whispering the prayer of activa-
tion kindled the glyphs, but without the power port cap, light
bright enough to burn steel spilled out of the port. The bio-
nesting on the opposite wall practically exploded with
sudden fire. It spread up the wall instantly and around the
hall walls in the space of a breath.

But the door slid open a hand’s breadth. Slithering
through the doorway squeezed my skull like in a vice. The
fire touched my heels. The clock read: 0:03

I fell through, caught myself on a broken arm, rolled,
screamed, and rose to run.

In the daylight, the goggles overloaded. Blind, I sprinted
with all the juice terror could give me, remembering the pock-
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marked desert, it’s folded ravines, it’s many pitfalls. Maybe
one would be enough. Certainly not. Maybe the countdown
would fail again. Probably not.

The bony fingers of desert brush clawed and scraped my
thighs, trying to stop me, but nothing could stop me. I tripped
over a rock, probably broke my toes. Then the ground opened
under me, and I fell down some steep, stone slope.

The clock hit zero. I waited for a boom, for a pitching
motion, for sudden death, but none came. So, I kept moving
as the goggles adjusted, revealing my position at the bottom
of a ravine that angled away, winding through the bizarrely
deep shadows of the desert dawn. Instead of thunder, there
came fire. Searing heat rose and rose, blistering every part of
me. The temperature kept climbing, past what felt like it
ought to set my clothes aflame, to where it should have put
my hair aflame. The metal of the goggles seared my face, but
they adjusted to the light. All the sand above the crevasse and
facing toward the wreck seemed candescent, glowing brighter
than the sun with reflected light.

I knew as if I’d been told: I’d expected a detonation, but it
didn’t blow up. It’s melting itself down.

I sprinted from shadow to shadow to get away from that
bitter light. Brush and scrub on the slopes above burst into
flame. Even the reflected light seemed beamer-bright. Then
the booms and crashes stared. Thundering impacts, probably
the ship coming apart as it melted. Slowly the reflected light
from the dunes above brightened, burning more and impos-
sibly more. I crawled on cooking hands and knees, leaped,
sprinted, fell, crawled on, down the long fold of stone,
through smoking brush, over and under fallen stones. The fire
followed, spreading from shrub to shrub, turning the air black
with smoke that itself seemed to burn in the all-consuming
light.

Slowly, that searing faded. Maybe it was the smoke
choking it. Maybe it was the ship’s hull falling apart,
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becoming a more ordinary pyre, if there could be anything
normal about millions of tons of burning metal. Maybe the
pyx glyphs that it used to start the reaction had burned out.
As burning light faded, the brush fires took over, choking the
air with smoke and yellow fire.

If I stop moving, I will never start again, said Reason.
Then we won’t stop, said Optimism. We won’t ever stop.
The desert stretched on. I walked it, following the burning

brush fire, with no strength to look back nor turn aside to any
other purpose but placing one foot before the other. Thick
calluses formed on my knees and palms, just like the ones on
the inmani bioengineering had grown on the soles of my feet.

Whatever that surgeon did to my DNA, it didn’t stop at my feet.
The thought played on repeat. Whatever Wendall did… until it
started to feel like a song. I caught myself mumbling, maybe
singing. My feet, my feet, my feet are scarred up. My feet, my feet,
my feet are my hide.

The open bullet wounds scarred over into a white callous-
flesh scab substance woven through with sand, dirt, twigs,
and ash. My head floated in the bloated, hazy space of
sunstroke or a terrible fever, but it came from the heat and
dryness, which cracked the skin of my lips, tongue, and
fingers until they bled.

From the top of a smoking black hill, where the burning
wreck sat behind my scorched shoulders like a second sun, I
spied what I sought among the twin-shadowed hills. Tread
tracks wound sinuously through the ruined terrain—the
tracks of Felix’s ATV. Feverish, covered in blisters and burns,
half delusional, feeling like sandpaper and death, I put the
wreck behind me. That whirling pillar of clouds and fire kept
me company as I prayed gratitude not to my dead gods but to
the illegal back-street medic who’d made me inmani.

An ant struggled in the smoking dirt beside the ATV
tracks. It curled up in a dying shudder as it cooked.
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Thank you Wendall. My bare feet (my feet my feet my feet) can
take this heat. I owe you, Wendall.

And Felix Forgrave, I will see you soon. Got something I owe
you too.

ALL THE MANY HOURS OF THE 4TH OF ANDRASTE’S LONG DAY I
walked those winding tracks like they were a railroad and my
aching legs the engine, carrying a wracked and wretched
body one bump at a time, one step, inevitably, forward.

Sunburns joined my regular burns. My body must have
shrunk two sizes with all the water I lost. I felt a desert on
legs, my skin cracking like the black sand about me.

The sea slithered over the horizon like a shy snake,
peaking and then hiding, ever creeping closer. The sun sank
into it and set it ablaze. When the world was all red from that
fire ahead of me and the dunes all capped with the silver
shimmer of the still-burning wreck behind, I came at last to
the hill looking down on the fishing village called Driftwood.



DRIFTWOOD, AFTER
SUNSET

THE TALL BOULDER HOLDING FELIX’S HOUSE UP IN THE AIR WAS

clothed in briars and barbed wire like too many scarves. I
savored the slow climb—playtime compared to the climb up
the dying wreck—the slither of brambles over my mud
coated, scar-toughened, sun-burnt, sand-blasted, skin, the
careful picking apart of woven branches, the precise place-
ment of each foot and hand... I could take all the time I
needed. I was only pain. The briars didn’t matter.

Barbes and brambles made raking handholds up the boul-
der, up to the back of the brick and wood shelter, up to where
the blinded windows waited, black in black brick.

Rose’s goggles revealed two faint heat outlines through
the tinted glass: Rose and Felix. If I could see them, then
they’d see me. I pulled back below the window, settled my
feet into the barbed brambles, and waited. I could wait. Felix
would go out. Then I’d go in. My world shrank to a
windowsill and many thorns. Time slowed to a standstill.

AT LAST, THE HISS OF HIS JUMP JETS FADED.
I slithered over the roof and then dropped to the front

porch like sand down a well. The door wasn’t even locked.
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Inside, the blue flame of a propane stove cast soft light up
the sides of a copper pot and onto Rose’s face where she
stood, stirring. The smell of the steam carried hints of euca-
lyptus and aloe and filled the room to the rafters. Propane
firelight glinted on rows of little jars lining the wall by the
stove, it turned a couch assembled from carved driftwood
and layered rugs into a crouching creature, it turned the
bruise on Rose’s cheek into a little sunset, and it seemed to
gather on the upturned face of the altar laying like a puddle
of moonlight on the floor before the couch.

“What did you forget?” Rose said, in a voice tight and
angry, without looking.

Instead of answering, I locked the metal door.
Still staring at her pot Rose’s hands tightened on the

handle of her spoon. When I didn’t move or speak, she set it
down and settled her grip on the handle of the cooking pot,
with its simmering contents swirling steam.

“Hush,” is what I tried to say, but it came out as a dry
rasp.

Rose turned. Her eyes widened. A small step backwards
didn’t quite meet the ground. The pot fell from the stove with
a clatter and splash of fragrant steam. She crouched, half-
covering her face. Her eyes shook.

In silence I moved barefoot into that boiling water and
crouched before her. Feet hardened by inmani callouses
didn’t even singe. Her belt held a canteen. I took it. The cap
popped off. Water entered my throat. Rain on the desert. It
reached into my fingertips and toes.

Rose let out a long hiss. I set the canteen down. The fear in
her eyes flashed compassion, then dawning recognition. She
whispered: “He said you fell.”

I couldn’t answer. My mouth and tongue were all scabs
and boils, my breath a bonfire, and my mind a narrow haze of
obsessions.

Instead, I left her there and went to the altar. A pen lay
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beside the altar, along with a handful of cloth bandages cut
from a white t-shirt. He’d inked a pyx onto the outside of a
ceramic bottle and started on a second one, but his prayer
glyph calligraphy looked like a child’s in their first week of
lessons. I brushed his work aside and the marked bottle
rolled into the puddle of steaming water. The pyx flashed a
pathetic jolt of pink light that ran with its ink into the water
and died.

Rose knelt beside me. “He said you’d fallen in the wreck.
He said you didn’t make it out.”

The healing wrap would save my life. Even drinking
water was dangerous. It could rupture the faintly scabbed
wounds in my throat or chest and bleed me to death. I kept
working on the wrap. It might reject my inmani scabs before
they turned hard as scars. It might clear the haze on my mind.
It might be salvation.

“How can you be alive?” Rose cleared her throat, but it
didn’t help the huskiness of fear. “You must be inmani. This
scarring on your back, it’s from bullet wounds. You were shot
and it healed over? It’s full of cysts and foreign bodies.
Should I- will it clean itself? Should I clean it? I was a medic. I
am a medic. But if you’re inmani, then the healing prayer
won’t help you.”

My glance seemed to sting her. I didn’t mean it to. The
fear in her face hurt me.

“How long?” I asked, and it seemed I could make that
sound. The brush shook in my hand.

“To clean it? I-”
“No,” I rasped, sounding very much like the inmani

monster I’d always feared. “Felix.”
“Until he comes back,” she finished for me. She had

freckles under her amber eyes and black curls as dense as a
steel wool. “He got frustrated and went to the bar, so maybe
ten minutes, maybe hours. What happened to you?”

Reason tried to speak, but it all came out in a blur.
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Got to try, said Optimism. Make the healing prayer. Sienna’s
finger bone wills save us.

I went back to work.
Rose stared at that glowing relic, shining blue in its blue

pendant. The she stood up but didn’t move. The brush made
the faintest of sounds against the cloth on the altar. My hands
shook. I started again. The damp touch of the aloe and euca-
lyptus steam added a new layer to the chorus of pains.
Finally, Rose said: “How can I help you?”

I couldn’t speak, so I wrote in ink on the floor: “Don’t tell
Felix.”

She read it and then sat slowly down on the floor, directly
into the puddle of hot water.

The goggles made the stove light bright enough to work
by. The brush shook in my hand. Every ounce of me poured
into my brush tip until it calmed, stilled, until a single move-
ment gashed the page. Then it shook, I breathed, I poured
myself into it again. Like sword wounds, carved on the page,
one after the other, the glyphs took shape.

When the healing prayer was done, the clock said it had
been thirty minutes. I set the prayer aside to dry. No telling
how it would interact with Sienna’s relic and the new inmani
scars.

I bet it will hurt, said Reason.
Rose spoke, quietly: “He lied to me. Do you know, merce-

nary, I’m starting to believe every last thing he told me was a
lie?”

A new requirement took hold of my feverish focus: a
desperate and necessary step. I lay Sir Beamer out on the
altar. He’d had his head bashed in and owned no pyx to
power him. Rose’s tools tore open his wood and metal shell.
My numb fingers spread his guts out across the pale metal.
Not enough time or the right tools to fix him. Sir Beamer was
dead. Maybe enough remained of him to make something
new, something different. Maybe enough.
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Rose said something I couldn’t hear, then she left. Maybe
she meant to get Felix. Maybe she meant to delay him.

The clock said my task took two hours.
When the work was done, I faded to one last objective:

hide. The logic of my actions seemed to me as clear as a well-
lit highway as I climbed down the rope-latter Rose had left
hanging from the balcony, and then walked my way up into
the dry hills. If I stopped moving, I would die. I didn’t want
to die. So, I walked. There was no direction, only forward. If
someone had followed my tracks, they’d have gone in circles
and thought me mad. Fair enough: I was.

Finally, in some forsaken gulch I’d walked through at least
twice before, my will to continue failed. I wrapped my burnt
forehead in the healing prayer, tied it with a generous tangle
of hair caught in the knot, and lay myself down in the dirt to
die. The fever-grip of my mind over my tortured body
relaxed at last, and without an instant delay, I plummeted
into a terrible, tortured darkness.



MAINSTREET,
MIDNIGHT

DISTANT SCREAMS CALLED ME BACK TO MYSELF. NOT MINE. AN

angry scream, high and harsh and full of biting. Sienna could
scream like that.

I sat up, and shreds of cloth fell off me as the skin they
clung to tore loose. My whole face came off, but without pain:
a slithering, itching sensation amid the tingle of fresh skin.
The itching washed over me: all pain replaced with itching. I
tore flaps of dry flesh from my whole body, from my knees
and feet, from shoulders and armpits. The scraps of befouled
clothing and bandages all came free to get at the shedding
skin beneath.

My hair, escaped from its braid, spread into a matted
tangled reef of sand, mud, blood, and my own shell. The
dank mat hung to my knees, thicker than the brush, as rank
and dirty as the ship-bottom it had been dragged through. I
left it loose like desert brambles.

The stars burned above, clear as fresh water, sharp as
blades, cold as my toes, distant as my mind. Awake at last, I
felt I’d been drowning and finally broken the impossibly
distant surface.

The brief screams that woke me hovered in my memory,
despite the oppressive silence of a desert night.
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So, I stood up, naked in the desert night except for my hair
and scars. The gun belt fit on my sandstone hips. The broken
dueling blade hung at the left, my new-forged killing tool at
the right. Rose’s goggles fit into new scars to match their
metal rims.

I walked barefoot into the town by the light of the third,
blood-red moon, through the zig-zag maze of my own
wandering footprints.

Fucking hell I’m thirsty.
The town had but one road. I walked it. My body felt a

rusted spring. I coiled it. The goggles blew back the shadows
like dust before my approaching feet.

At the heart of the town, Felix waited, armored and ready.
His helmeted head scanned for monsters, but no clawers
haunted the hard stars. None beneath the dim red moon. The
town of Driftwood would have its first peaceful night in
many: they’d all been in the wreck when it burned.

Felix saw me, and his feet shifted with involuntary fear.
The row of smoking old-people sitting on the porch hadn’t

moved. An ember in a pipe bowl glowed and rootsy smoke
seasoned the salt-brine from the sea. They looked like teeth in
a grinning skull.

Felix lowered his right hand to the beamer holster he’d
stolen from his dead captain.

The thump of music sounded of a heartbeat.
“Somebody was screaming,” I said, and my voice came

out husky, but without pain. “That you, Felix?”
He replied in an appeasing tone: “Hey-ya Max! So glad

you survived.”
I had nothing to say to that.
Felix tried again: “I’m the law in this town. Don’t you

forget it.”
A breath from the sea lifted dust from my hair. I’d shed

my skin and become the desert. My scars were the night sky.
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My body, hungry, itching, pained, aching, and mine, was dust
and vengeance.

Felix sighed. “You can use the altar now. No reason we
can’t share.”

I said: “I can think of a reason.”
His chin sank, then rose again. He started a slow walk to

his left. With homes behind me, his beamer might burn down
the whole town. There were homes behind him too, so I let him
walk. When he came into the road, the sea spread behind him,
and the desert behind me. There he stopped. There I let him.

“I plan to help these people,” he said. “Rose showed me
how I can be a better man than the church would let me. I can
make healing wraps and lights for them. This place can
thrive.” When I didn’t answer, he rambled on. “Are you
inmani then? What kind of rabbit’s paw bargain did you cut
to get out of there? Or maybe you had a spare healing wrap
somewhere? Some other glyph hidden away? Not carrying
one now I see. Not carrying… anything.”

“Felix,” I said. “You’re done.”
Felix said: “Shit.”
“Shit,” I agreed.
He drew his beamer. I drew mine. The flash of fire made a

second sunrise.
Felix Forgrave came out both sides of his powered armor

in twin geysers. The goggles didn’t mind the heat or light, but
for some reason they rendered the spray of vapor and blood
as glittering snow. Slowly that glitch faded. Felix’s armor
steamed as he dripped out of it: a metal husk, a grizzly
human statue, a monument whose epitaph would read: too
slow. His beamer still pointed at the holster.

On the porch, one of the old rocking chairs squeaked and
a shaking elderly voice said: “Bit’em.”

The others echoed that sentiment.
My killing tool scalded my hand. The one glyph at its
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heart blazed and the piece of copper pot it’d been written on
dripped and sizzled, then the whole mess of wires and metal
caught fire. I tossed it aside and watched the last pieces of Sir
Beamer, my shitty, wonderful, badly designed, poorly
balanced, gaudy, weapon of mass destruction burnt and
curled up on a forlorn patch of black sand.

Then I made my way to the smoking armor.
A few tugs wrenched the beamer pistol he’d failed to use

from the still clenched armor fingers. This one, I could keep.
With the use of the altar, I could even mod it into something
more useful. A sturdy modern weapon for a lucky Tacitus.

The armor toppled and hit sand with a heavy thud.
To the audience on the porch, I said: “What happened to

Rose?”
One of the old ones pointed with a long-stemmed pipe

toward the bay, to where the red river of third moonlight
made a road toward the west. So that way I went.

As I walked the dusty path back to the bay, the town woke
and stirred. People emerged from the cairn-houses and the
bar. Without speaking, they watched me pass. Behind me, the
mutter of voices and tread of feet sounded like a first breath
after a heavy load.

The dock seemed to breathe under my bare feet, but the
desert winds lay still. Only the heartbeat from the bar and the
lap of low waves made any sound.

Jaq slid into the doorway to Otey’s house but paused
when she saw me. A wave rolled in and a seagull circled,
alone, high above. Finally, Jaq said: “Yo. Max may not have
noticed this, but she super naked.”

“Thanks for noticing,” I couldn’t manage a laugh, but it
felt funny.

She drifted out from the dark doorway like dust on a
lapping wave. “Take it the desert wasn’t so easy.”

“It was fine,” I said. “We’ve got an ATV and a working
altar. Enough to keep us moving. Who screamed?”
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Jaq pursed her lips. “Long story, but you can see the end
bit.” She snatched my hand to drag me into the hut. Her
fingers were wet.

Inside, Otey sat knitting a fishing net as if unmoved from
the previous encounter, but I saw no sign of Beeno. The fire
blazed bright and hot in the hearth, casting shifting red light
across a floor that had been recently cleaned with seawater,
leaving a strong briny smell.

On the floor before the fire lay Rose, carefully stitching the
skin of her chest closed with her own two hands. It looked
like a clean cut. Though her hands shook, they made neat
stitches. Sienna crouched next to her, still wrapped in her glit-
tering silver emergency blanket, and holding a mirror so she
could see.

Otey supplied an explanation: “Shattered breastbone. Had
a piece near her heart.” Otey cackled and shook a ceramic cup
so it made a damp rattle sound.

Rose finished and tied the stitches off. From a bottle open
on the floor beside her she drew a fingerful of dark sludge
that smelled like a bog and painted it over the stitched
wound. I sat next to her, and my friends made a circle. Sien-
na’s silver blanked crinkled a fire-like noise and reflected the
light into a field of dancing stars. Before our eyes, the tortured
skin on Rose’s chest calmed and paled. The wound began to
scar.

Jaq met my gaze as we both thought of Wendall’s cure and
my scarred feet.

Otey passed a knitted blanket to Jaq, who lay it over Rose.
Rose closed her eyes. Breathing obviously pained her, but she
still managed to wheeze: “Felix?”

I shook my head.
Rose turned her eyes to the ceiling. Her dark freckles

looked like coals.
Jaq held my hand hard enough to hurt. “Felix Sherriff man

came lookin’ for us. Pretty sure he meant to end us. High
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stakes hide and seek. This lady here, she pull the Sheriff
away.”

Rose opened her eyes again. Her dark skin had grown
pale with pain, but she hissed: “Beeno?”

Jaq shook her head. “Tried his luck with the shotgun.
Sheriff-man beamered him.”

Otey sucked a sob and kept right on knitting.
“Shefwayla,” said Sienna. “Things suck. Then, sometimes,

for the ones who survive, they get better. We get better.” She
drew back the blanket hood, then offered the whole silver,
crackling sheet to me. A red fuzz over her bald head was all
that remained of her thick red locks. It haloed skin the color of
an altar-top and faintly glittering, as if infused with flecks of
metal. No peeling now—whatever transformation she’d been
going through had ended. She seemed faintly more alien, and
more alive, somehow vibrant. Her eyes wider, her skin
brighter, her teeth whiter, her fuzz of hair redder. The sparkle
in her skin threw me. I took the goggles off, but it remained,
faintly glittering in reflected firelight. “Thank you for taking
care of things,” she said. “I’m ready to help now.”

“Shefwayla,” I grunted, as I made the silver blanket into a
toga. “Has anybody got any food?”


